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ABSTRACT
The overall objective of this program is to provide the means for testing
microprocessors so as to assure nearly fault-free operation. A more specific
objective is to measure the stuck fault detection efficiency of the test vectors
developed by JPL/Hughes for the IMIL-M-38510/470 NASA.
A hardware stuck fault simulator for the 1802 microprocessor was implemented
and the stuck fault detection efficiency of the test vectors developed by JPL/
Hughes for the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA were measured in three phases as follows:
Phase 1. Build a breadboard -sy stem to perform the fault-free function
of the 1802.
Phase 2. Add fault simulation capabilities to the fault-free breadboard.
Phase 3. Measure the stuck fault detection efficiency of the test vectors
A total of 874 faults were injected into the combinatorial and.sequencial
parts of the RCA 1802 microprocessor and it was found that 39 stuck faults were not
detected. Therefore, the measured stuck fault detection efficiency of the
MIL-M-38510/470 NASA is 9:5%. Since the 39 undetected faults can create cata-
strophic errors in equipment designed for high reliability applications, it is
recommended that the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA be enhanced with additional test
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Fault detection in microprocessors can be accomplished by manually or auto-
matically developed test vectors. An optimum set of test vector should detect
100% of all faults with a minimum number of vectors. Ire order to measure the
fault detection efficiency of a test set (i.e., percent of faults detected) it
is necessary to perform fault simulation of the microprocessor.
Automatic fault simulation can be accomplished either by software or hard-
ware. One of the major problems with state-of-the-art software fault simulators
is their relatively low speed. If we compare the speed of the software fault
simulators to the actual speed of a microprocessor we will find software fault
simulation approximately 105 to 1010
 times slower than the real microprocessor.
It is not unusual to expect in excess of 100 hours of continuous fault simulation
on a large main frame computer, assuming a test program consisting of 100,000
test vectors.
Fault simulation can also be implemented into hardware [References 1 and 2].
Stuck faults at the inputs and outputs of logical gates can be injected by means
of special circuitry. The hardware fault simulator for the RCA 1802 micro-
p	 processor reported herein was developed to measure the fault detection efficiency
of the MIL-111-38510-470 test vectors. Practical results show that a hardware
fault simulator can be approximately two orders of magnitude more cost effective
than software fault simulators.
A hardware fault simulator for a microprocessor component can be imple-
mented in two phases. First, a breadboard of the microprocessor is built from
the gate level logic diagram of the component. Since the local memory and regis-
ters can be thoroughly tested without any requirements for fault simulation, no
provision 'for fault injection should be made for said memory and registers.
The remaining logic is implemented with elementary gates and latches. Next,
using additional circuits to inject faults at the pins of these chips we can
actually inject faults at the inputs and outputs of elementary gates and latches.
Assuming a set of test vectors developed to test a microprocessor, the
fault detection efficiency of the test vectors can be measured with a hardware
fault simulator connected to a VLSI tester. tdith the fault simulator plugged
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into the tester heed, a fault is injected into the hardware fault simulator and
the entire test set is being applied to the fault simulator that looks as if it
were just another bad chip. The fault detection efficiency of the test set is





2.1 Hardware Fault Simulation
A hardware fault simulator for an AND gate with primary inputs X1 and X2, is
shown in Fig. 1. The only faults necessary to be injected are input X1 stuck-
at-one (X1-l), input X2 stuck-at-one (X2-1), and input X1 or X2 stuck-at-zero
(X1-0, X2-0). The circuit shown in Fi?. 1 is capable of simulating a good
two-input AND gate and any of the sing',.o stuck faults associated with an AND
gate as follows.
To simulate the behavior of a good two-input AND gate the serial-in and
parallel-out shift register should contain all "O"s in its three shift register
latches (SRL1 through SRL3). To simulate X1-1 (Z-1, a "1" is stored in SRL1
and "O"s are stored in SRL2 and SRL3. As it can be seen a "1" from SRL1 will
permanently force a stuck-at-one at input Xl. In the same manner', X2-1, Z-0,
and Z-1 can be simulated by shifting a "1" preceded and followed by "O"s. The
fault simulator shown in Fig. 1 requires an SRL and a two-input OR or NOR gate
for each fault injector. tioreover, the signal from Xl to Z and X2 to Z is
delayed by one and two gates, respectively, in addition to the original AND gate.
It is worth noting that the fault simulator depicted in Fig. 1 is capable
of simulating single and multiple stuck faults by storing the appropriate logic
values in the shift register.
2.2 Hardware Fault Simulator for the RCA 1802
The implementation of a hardware fault simulator for a commercially avail-
able microprocessor is described next. A block diagram of the RCA 1802 micro-
processor is shown in Fig. 2, comprising four major parts
(a) Timing unit.
(b) Control unit.
(c) Execution (E) unit.
(d) Instruction (I) unit.
The implementation into hardware of the fault simulator for the RCA 1302
microprocessor and the.measurement of fault detection efficiency of the test
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Fig. 2. RCA 1802 Microprocessor Block Diagram
Phase 1
The objective of this phase was to build a breadboard system that performs
the fault-free function of the RCA 1302. Each subsystem (e.g., shift register,
decoder, etc.) will be implemented on a wire-wrap board using standard CNOS
chips. The fault simulation capability was not provided in this phase in order
to simplify the implementation of a correct fault-free system. Each wirewrap
board was tested separately to ensure that it perform its specified function.
(Functional testing of each board is possible because of the known simple
function that each board must perform.) The fault-free breadboard was tested on
the COSt1AC development system. Complete testing of the fault-free board was
5
accomplished with an LSI tester. The registers and the register -array are
implemented with MSI CMOS chips while the rest of the microprocessor logic is
implemented using only SSi chips (i.e., simple gates and D-latches).
The registers and the register array were tested by using a GALPAT set of
vectors. Therefore, no stuck faults were simulated for the registers and the
register array. However, the function of the remaining part of the micro-
processor is implemented with SSI chips that perform elementary logic functions
and D-latches. Thus, by injecting single stuck faults at the pins of these
chips we actually inject faults at the input and output of elementary gates and
D-latches.
Phase 2
The objective of this phase was to add fault simulation capabilities to the
fault-free breadboard built in Phase 1. This is being accomplished by replacing
each elementary gate and latch chip by its corresponding fault injection module.
Each fault injection module is implemented following the concept of hardware
fault simulation described in Fig. 1. When all gates and latch chips were
replaced by the appropriate fault injection modules, then the shift registers
of the fault injection modules were cascaded, thus forming a long shift register.
Therefore, by storing a "1" in the appropriate position of the shift register,
a particular gate or latch input is selected and the appropriate stuck fault is
simulated (Fig. 3).
The hardware fault simulator was first tested on the COSMC development
system. Complete testing of the fault simulator was accomplished with an LSI
tester during the measurement of stuck fault detection efficiency of the test
vectors.
The hardware fault simulator of the RCA 1802 microprocessor described above
required approximately 800 standard commercially available chips. The number of
fault injection points is 874.
Phase 3
The objective of this phase was to measure the stuck fault detection effi-
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With the hardware fault simulator plugged into the test head of the LSI,
tester, the fault detection efficiency of the test vectors was measured as
follows (Fig. 4):
A fault list with 874 faults that represents the total number of stud
faults in the 1802 was prepared first.
Step 1: Select one fault from the fault list and simulate it by storing
the appropriate pattern into the fault injection shift: register.
Step 2: Apply all test patterns to determine whether or not the fault
simulated in Step 1 is detected . If the tester signals NOGO
then the fault is detected, else is not detected.
Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all faults were simulated.
Step 4: Calculate the fault detection efficiency by dividing the number
of detected faults by the total number of faults in the fault list.
2.3 Fault Simulation Results
The hardware fault simulator for the RCA 1802 microprocessor is capable of
automatically injecting a fault at the input and output of any gate of the com-
binatorial and sequential logic. Since the registers are tested with a special-










Fig. 4. Measurement of MIL-M-38510/470 NASA Test Vectors Stuck Fault




total of 874 necessary and sufficient single stuck faults were injected of which
29 were not detected (see Chapter 7, Supporting Data). Therefore, the stuck
fault detection efficiency of the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA was measured at 95%. A
detailed description of fault s^,mularion results at unit level is presented in
Table 1.
The Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) is a combinatorial network that required
a total of 130 faults to be injected. Since the ALU is commonly used in most of
the microprocessor operations only 3 faults remained undetected. In other words,
95% of the faults were detected. Although the number of undetected faults is
only 3, it is worth analyzing their impact on the function of the microprocessor
Table 1. Fault Simulation Summary
NUMBER NUMBER PERCENT
UNIT OF FAULTS OF FAULTS OF FAULTS UNDETECTED
INJECTED UNDECTED DETECTED FAULTS
ALU 130 3 97.6 683, 724, 729
INC/DEC 105 7 93.3 773, 782, 805, 808, 838,
823, 828
ST ATE
LOGIC 63 4 93.6 63, 88, 91, 95
DECODER 311 12 96.1 149, 169, 190, 355, 384, 388396, 426, 427, 441, 443, 454
SEQUENCER 181 12 93.3 459, 466, 489, 524, 525, 531,558, 559, 565, 634, 635, 636
CONDITION
TEST LOGIC 64 1 98.8 139
TOTAL
TOTAL 874 39 95.5
9
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if a real chip would have passed finLI testing with at least one of these faults
going undetected. Let us take for example fault 729 which is a stuck-at-zero at
the input of a 8-input OR gate. A real chip with fault 729 would have had
passed final testing unnoticed since the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA test vectors are
not capable of detecting this fault. However such a "good" chip due to the
presence of fault 729 would have taken a jump on condition accumulator equal zero
eves, though the content of the accumulator was 2, thus non-zero. Specifically,
the instructions affected would have been SHORT BRANCH IF D = 0 (BZ;32), LONG
BRANCH IF D = 0 (LBZ;C2), and LONG SKIP IF D = 0 (LSZ;CE). Therefore, here is
an example of one fault (i.e., 729) that can cause catastrophic errors in a sys-
tem since it ij not detected at final testing,
The incrementer/decrementer is a unit that increments or decrements the
contents of the prog,tam counter, stack pointer, and data registers. The absolute
number of undetected faults is 7 from 105 faults injected, yielding 93% of faults
detected. At least 3 of the 7 undetected faults have catastrophic consequences
should they e. ,Ast on a real chip and thus passing unnoticed final testing. Any
of the 3 catastrophic faults would make the RCA 1802 microprocessor fetch an
instructions or data from a wrong address. for example, the undetected presence
of fault 808 would cause an instruction or data to be fetched from the wrong
hexadecimal address 0080 instead of the right address OOCO. Faults 805 and 838
would cause similar catastrophic errors.
The State Logic Unit is a sequential logic that together with the Decoder,
the Sequencer and the Condition Test Logic form the Control Unit. The Static
p	 Logic determines one of the four possible major states of the microprocessor
G
called S0, S 19 S 2 , and S 3 . The microprocessor is forced to one of the four states
by one of the following conditions: RESET, DMA, INTERRUPT, LOAD, and IDLE. A
total of 63 faults were injected of which 4 are undetected yielding 93% of faults
detected. Any one of these faults would cause catastrophic errors if it
exitea an a real chip. For example fault 88 would take the microprocessor from
state S 1 (i.e., execute cycle) into the wrong state S 0
 (i.e., fetch cycle)
instead of state S 3
 (i.e., interrupt cycle) for an appropriate sequence of 5
requests. The remaining three faults have similar catastrophic effects.
The Decoder is a relatively large combinatorial network that decodes the
	
s`.
operation code of each instruction. A total of 12 faults were found undetected






faults would affect the correct execution of a sequence of instructions. In
other words, the presence of one of these faults would execute the correct
sequence of instructions SETP, SAVE, RETURN as a faulty sequence SETP, SAVE,
DISABLE. One possible fault that would cause a faulty behavior as described
above would be fault 427.
The Sequencer faulty behavior would be analogous to that described above
for the Decoder i.e., certain instruction sequences will be transformed by the
faults into unwanted instruction sequences or meaningless sequences. Here again
the percent of faults detected is 93% with a total number of 181 injected and
1 1 undetected.
The Condit_4n Test Logic resulted in 99% faults detected with 84 injected
and 1 undetected. Fault 139 would cause errors in the execution of SHORT
BRANCH, instructions 34 through 37.
A frequency distribution of the detected faults is depicted in Fig. 5. On
the horizontal axis are listed the pattern numbers while on the vertical axis is
listed the frequency of occurrence of detected faults. One pattern contains
approximately 1,000 vectors. Most of the faults are detected for the first time
in pattern 1 while patterns 5 and 8 detect very few new faults. Since these
results do not contain information about the faults detected in the register i'
necessary to verify whether or not patterns 5 and 8 are directed toward testing
the registers before deciding to eliminate them from the test set.
Another way of presenting the fault simulation results are in the form of
a cumulative frequency distribution as shown in Fig. 6. More than 60% of the
faults are detected in the first 2 patterns while patterns 3 through 9 detect
only 15% new faults. Careful analysis of these results is required before a
decision is made to compress the test vectors since some of the patterns that
detect few stuck faults may be designed for testing the registers.
In summary, fault simulation results of the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA test
vectors reveal that undetected faults can cause catastrophic system failures due
to changes induced in single instructions, sequence of instructions, and
addressing of instruction and data. Although the overall percent of faults
detected appears quite high (i.e., 95%), the absolute number of undetected
faults is also large (i.e., 39). Thus, to judge the quality of the test vectors
only from the percent of faults detected point of view without consideration to
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Fig. 5. Frequency Distribution of the Detected Faults. The number of
detected faults is 835 and the total number cf faults injected
is 874.
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Figure 6. Cumulative Frequency Distribution of Detected Faults. The
number of detected faults is 835 and the total number of
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3. CONCLUSIONS
t
The purpose of this project was two fold: (1) to perform a measurement of
the stuck fault detection efficiency of the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA test vectors
and (2) to demonstrate the feasibility of fault simulating a microprocessor in
hardware and determine whether or not hardware fault simulation is cost-
effective.
Overall stuck fault detection efficiency of the MIL-M-3851.0/470 NASA test
vectors is presently 95%, or in absolute numbers, 39 faults are undetected from
874 total necessary and sufficient single stuck faults simulated. It is shown
in this report that although 95% faults detected may appear high, it is clearly
insufficient for high reliability applications. The actual number that should
also be used in characterizing the quality of test vectors is the absolute num-
ber of undetected faults. Most of the undetected faults would cause catastrophic
system failures when present in a real chip. These failures affect single
instructions, sequences of instructions, and absolute addresses of instructions
and data.
Another benefit from the fault simulation described in this report is the
_	
possibility of reducing the number of vectors by eliminating those vectors that
do not detect any new faults. It is shown that 65% of the faults are being
detected in the first two patterns and only 15% of the new faults are being
detected by the following five patterns. Therefore, the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA
test vector may be compressed after a careful analysis so that compression does
not have negative effect upon the detection of faults in the registers.
It has been shown that a fault simulator implemented entirely in hardware
is feasible. The effort required to build the hardware fault simulator for the
RCA 1802 is comparable to that of modeling the microprocessor for a software
fault simulator. The verification and validation of the hardware fault simu-
lator is much simpler than that of the software model since the logical behavior 	 -r
and structure in hardware form does not require any specialized and highly
skilled people as it would be required for a software fault simulator. To open-
ate the hardware fault simulator it is much simpler than to operate a software
fault simulator. Moreover, the major advantage of the hardware fault simulator
over its software counterpart is that a simulation run for all 874 faults takes





isimulator (e.g., D4-LASAR or TEGAS) would take in excess of 10 hours on a large
computer. The availability and portability of the hardware "cult simulator makes
it convenient to use. Therefore, it is apparent from this work that hardware
fault simulators are at least one order of magnitude and possible two orders of
magnitude more cost-effective than software fault simulation.
15
4. REC0MENDATIONS
In view of the intended applications for the RCA 1802 microprocessor the
following improvements are recommended for the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA:
(a) Enhance the test vector set so as 100% of the faults will be detected.
Here, one has to consider that certain faults are undetectable by any
vectors due to redundancies in the logic design. Therefore, the
enhanced test vector set should detect 100% of the detectable faults.
(b) Eliminate test vectors if upon analysis of the fault simulation results
it is found that they do not detect any new faults in the logic and
in the registers. The elimination process may not be required since
the present vector set is only 14,000 vectors, however if the enhanced










	 The fault injections modules used to convert the breadboard into a fault
simulator were invented and reduced to practice independently of the present
contract [Reference 3]. The design of the fault injection modules is proprietary
to Timoc International Company, and a patent application has been filed thereon.
As stated in the proposal for this work, Timoc International Company has granted
to JPL at the time of delivery of said fault injection modules a free and non-
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The following computer printout is being used as fault simulation data
performed on the MIL-M-38510/470 NASA. On each line the fault number that was
injected is listed as <fault number>. If the fault is recorded by the tester as
PASSED that means that the fault is undetected and if it is listed as FAILED it
was detected. The following 39 faults are undetected:
63,	 88,	 91, 95, 139, 149, 169, 190, 355, 384,
388, 396, 426, 441, 461, 443, 454, 459, 466, 489,
524, 525, 531, 558, 559, 565, 634, 635, 636, 683,
724, 729, 773, 782, 805, 808, 823, 828, 838.
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•<132> FA'1.ED IV PATTEPt j 0 AT' VF'CTCIk b0
FAILED PINS	 : MA3	 MA2 MA1
<133> FAILKI) 1:4 PATTERN C AT VF,CT0H 543
F'AILE'.D PINS	 : MAO
<130 FAILED IN PA'T'TERN 0 AT VF•CrUR 38
FAILED PINS	 : "MA3	 MA2
<135> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VFCTOR 909
FAILh':D P;14S
	 : %IAI	 MAO
<136> FAILED IN PA'rTFRN 0 AT' VECT0H 30
FAILED PINS	 : M A1	 MAO
137> FAILED Iry PATTERN 1 AT VECTOR 629
FAILED PINS	 : MA2	 MA1
<13R> F Al I. LM IN PATTERN 0 Al VFCTOR 60
<77> FAILED IN PATTERN 1 AT VECTOR 197
<57> f*-MjEU , N PATTERN C AT VECTOR 4R7
'	 FAILED PINS MA3
	
MAI
<50 FAILED IN PATTER N S AT VFCTON 55
FAILED PINS : MA3
	 M42
39> FAILED IV PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 12
' , AII,ED	 PINS : m R D
<60> FAILED IN PATTEPN 0 AT VECTOR 39
FAMED PINS : MA3	 MA2
<6!> FAILED IN PATTERN N AT VF;CT(IR 594
FAILED PINS : (AAO
<62> FAILED IN PATTF,'RN, 0 AT VFCTOR 12
FAILED PIES ; MR C)
<63> PASSED
<64> FAI LFD IN PATTERN N AT VF:CTnR F92
FAIL^E:D	 PINS : 'aR1)
<65> FAibul IN PA'PTFRN 6 AT VF'C')DN 5k4
FAILED PINS : MAO
<b6>	 FAILED IN PATIEP4 0 AT VF'C'ft.lk 12
FAIL-F:D	 PINS MR l)
<67>	 FA1 (IEI) IN PATTERN H AT VF:CTnP bI R
F'AILED	 P) NS MR 1)
.b g >	 FAI L,EP I fq PAI TF.HN 13 Al VFC'rnR 13
FAILED PINS : M A3	 t11A2 MR 
<69>	 FATLF. 1) IN NATTF:H hJ C Ar VECTOR 235
FAILED PINS ; MRD
<70>	 FATUED T14 PATTERN U AT VECTOR 47
FAILF0 PINS ;?
<71>	 FA1LED IN PA'I'TER(y 0 AT VFC7t)R 223
FAILFD PINS t^
<72> FAILED IIa PATTERN; 0 AT VFC'I I)R 223
FAIL-ED	 PINS U
<73>	 FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VF.,CTL)R st)9
FAILED PINS : m-40
<74> FAILED IN PA'T'TER.( 0 AT VECTUR 30
FAILED PINS : MA1	 ►?AO
<75> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VECTOR 909
J -	 FAILED PINS : M A I	 ty,A0
76> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 30


























<k9> FAM ED I^^
FAILF) PINS :
<90> F A I LEI) I ti
FAILED PINS
<91> PASSED
<92> FAILED I N
FAILED PINS :










PATTERN 0 AT VECT0I2
MA3 MA2
PAT`CFRN 0 AT VECTOR
MA 3 MA7 P,A 1
PATTER N 0 AT VEC108
4A3 MA2 MAI
PATTERN 0 AT VECTIIH
14 43 MA2




3 MAI ,MA 0
PAT TER y 0 AT VECTOR
HA i MAO
PA TI*PN I AT VE:CT i F
n1A 2 MA 1 hi 0
PATTEHly 5 Al' VE:rl(ik
MA i MA) YA0
PATTE.NN o AT VECTOR
A 3
PATTERN 0 AT Vk:CWW
:SAZ ^M1 Al
PATTE HN
 0 Al VECTOR
"MHU
PATTEHw H AT VF.CTUR
%lA0
PATrF:kI,j R AT VE:CTnR
MR()
PATTERN C AT VECTOR
M43 MAI
PATTERN E AT VFCT(.IR
MA 3 K^A2 k1RD
PATTERN C AT VHCTUR
MRi)






















<98> FATLED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 30	
1
^^ m
KFAILED PI`.r: v	 MAI MAO
<99> FAILED IN PATTERN 1 AT VECTOR 779
FAMED PINS : M43 MA2 MAI
<100> FAILED IN PATTER N 0 Al VECTOR 124
AILED PINS : MA3 MA2
<101> FAUE:D IN PATTP'RN 0 Al VE'CI'()R 	 60
FAILED PINS : M43 MA2 MAI
<102> FAILED IN PATTER14 0 AT VE•C'CQk 38
FAILED PINS :	 4A3 MA2
<103> FAILED IN PATTERN 1 AT VFCTI.I'k	 101
FAILED PINS : MA2 MAI MAO
<100 FAILED IN PAIJE:RN 0 AT VECTOR 854
FAILED PINS : MA3 MAO
<105> FA I ILF:D IN PATTF.:PN 0 AT VECTOk	 9'34
F'AILF.D PI OUS :
	
MA2 MAI
<10b> FAILED IN PATTFNN O AT VECTOR 60
F'ATI:E :CJ
 
PINS :	 MA3 'AA?. ^A1
<107> FAILED Iro PA17E H(v 0 Al' VFCTOP	 38
F`AILE:D PINS :	 MA3 'MA2
<108> F A I LE:D IN PAT tF.PN 0 AT VECTOR 	 854
F'AILE'D PINS :	 4A3 MAO
II
<109> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VF'CP17R E,0
FAILED PINS :	 M43 MA2 „AI
<110> FA11.,Ef..) iN PAT'CE p i ,, (I AT VECTOR	 38
FAILED PINS :	 A 3 IAA 2
<1 ' 1 1 > FA 1LF.D IN PA CTFIR N 0 AT VECTOR	 150
FAILED PINS :	 (MA2 MAO
<112> FAILED IN PATTE;Pw N AT VECTOR 581
FAILED P1WS :	 -140
<1'13> FA 1. 	 J 	 PATTERN R AT VECTOR 55
FAILED P1 NS :
	
^? A3 MA2
<110 FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 12
FAILED PINS : mRn
<115> FAILED TN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOP 12
FAILED PINS : MRD
<116> FAILED IN PATTERN H AT VECTOR 55
FAILED PINS	 MA3 MA2 MRD
3	 117> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 2
' AILED BINS	 0




	 MA3 MA2 MAI
<139> PASSED
<14 0 > FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 934
FAILFD PINS :
	 MA2 MAI
' k,ZI41> FAILEI) IN PATTF:w4 0 AT VEC'rOR	 H54
FAILED PINS : M43 MAO
<142> FAILED TN PATTERN 0 AT VEC'TfIR 18
FAILED PINS :	 MA3 MA2
<143> FAILED IN PAT , FRN 0 AT VFCIOR H4
FAILED PINS :	 MA3 MA2 MAI
<1 40 FA T i,ED IN PA'I TFHN 0 AT VECTOR hf)
FAILFD PINS :	 ^1A3 MA2 MAI
<145> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 A'P VECTOP 38
FAILFD PINS :	 'AA3 MA2
j <146> FAILED  1 N PATTE:PN 0 AT VFCT(1R
	 84
FA ILFFO PINS :	 '441 MA2 MAI
<147> FATI,Fl.) Iw PATTERN 0 AT VECTn) i	 150
F'AII,ED PINS :
	 ^IA2 MAO
<148 > F;kIbFl) IN PAT'lh'HN A AT VFCT(v	 739
FAILED PINS :	 `fR1)
r	 r	 149> PASSED
<150> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VE'CTnR 356
'FAILED PINS : MA2
<151> FAILED IN PA'TTE:KN A AT VECTOP	 75.7
FAILED PINS :	 :IA2 mA1
t
<152> FAILED 1'v PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR:	 324
FAILED PINS : M R D
<153> F'A I [.F:D IN PATTERN 0 A P VF_c ,l o f	 486
FAILED PIr:S :	 MA3 tAA2
<154> FAILED I 14 PATTER N A AT VECTOR 851
c FAILED PINS :	 M A 0
<155> FAILED IN PATTER N 0 AT VECTOR 358
FAILED PINS : MA2 MAO
<156> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VF'C'rnR 292
FAILED PINS :	 MR!)
<157> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOP. 356
FAILED PINS :	 M A3 MA2 MAI MAO
I58> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VECTOR 739
FAILED PINS :	 MAI
<159> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 484
FA1LF0 PINS : 1aA2 MAI
<160> FA I LF,R 114 PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR	 1 2
FAILED PINS : wA 
"
k Wl b 1> FA I LE 0 IN, PAT'fK01 0 AT VECTOR 220
F'AIL,FP PINS	 AHD
<162> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 292
FAILED PINS :	 M A3 MAl
<163> FAILED IN PATTFRN 0 AT VE. CTOP 492
FAII.Eo PINS :	 MAI µA2 ',, Al m Ao MRD
<160 F'A 1 LKD IN PATTE;R 14 0 AT VECTOR 220
F'AILF0 PINS :	 Mk 1)
< I b 9 > F'AIItF0 1t+ PATfEPN 0 AT VECT0P	 12
FAILFL) PINS :	 n1 4 2 MA0
<166> FA1LF-0 IN PArTFWN 0 AT' VF'C'1'UR	 36
FA HjFD PINS :	 MAI '-AA0




<1bN> F'AII.iF1) I» PAriE:kri n A'r VF:C'1'Ci k
	2 ? 8
F"A I laF1) P 1 NS	 F<I)
<16Q> PASSF-D
<1 70> FA I [,F:1) TN PATTKPN O AT vi:C'ro1 	 356
s` FAIL.FD FINS :	 AA 	 MA 	 FAA 	 MAO
<1'71> FAILED IN PAI'TFNN 5 Al VF;CIUR	 549
F'AILFD PlwS :	 D04
<172> FA-LLEi) I + PATIEH!4 0 Al VF:CTUR 	 12
F'AIiFn PI LS :	 Pf)
<173), F A f LEn I	 PA'TTF.RN 0 A I VEC'roR	 54
F'AILF;1) PI IjS :	 MA i ;4A2 ;AA1
<1 74> FAILED IN PATTERN b AT VE E CTCIA 584
FAILFD PI AS :	 'AA0
<175> VA LLED I w PA rTFPN 9 AT VE:CTUP b53
F AILED PINS :	 DU6 UL14 Df13 D01
<1 76> FA 1 LE1) T "I PA'1'7'FRw A AT VECTOP	 757
FAILED PTIJS :	 14 A2 f'-Al
<177> FA I LEO 1.4 PAT I EPN 0 Al VECTOR 84
F'AUED PINS :	 A43 PA2 MAl MAO
1 78> FA T LED Iry PATTERN 0 AT VF CT0k 84
r AILED PINS :	 MA3 MAI
<179> FAILED 1 ,y PATTERN 3 AT' VECTOR 501
OpulCT- TAI, PAGil is
Op POOR QUALITY
,J
"	 F'AILF ; P	 PINS	 : hiA0
<ISO> FAILED IN PATTERN n AT VFCTOP 102
FAILED PINS	 : MAO
181> F'A1LFD IN P a T'rF'Rtv 0 AT VF;CTOP 102
,r AILED PI dg S MA(i
<j82> FAILED I N PATTERN 9 A1' VF-'CTOR R53
FAILED PINS	 : 4A1	 MAO
<183> FAILED IN PATIE:RN 0 AT VFC10P 14
FAILED PINS 'x+43
<184> FAILED 1 14 PATTERN A AT' VECT(W 7A7
FAJL,F'U PINS	 : MAO
<185> FAII,FD IN PATTERN 0 A1` VF.CTUP 12
FAII,Ef) PINS	 : liko
<186> F'A ILFD IN PATTERN A AT VE'C rI1N 757
i	 FAILED PV S : a A7	 ti'41
<1R7> FAI.LFU ],J PAT'FF.R%. q AT VE:CTUP f) 1.)
FAILKI) P1 tvS	 : rk0
<1 89> F'A1I.,F.I) IN PATIF'W4 P AT VF.C1Hk' 5k4
F'AIL,ED PINS "A O
<1 R9> FAILED IN, PATTERN 0 Al VE:C'P(IR 12
AILM.0 PTWS SRI)
<190> PASSFU
<1 91 > FA I LED I N PA.T1 FI-IJ 9 AT VM"TAH 6-5 1
FAI LED PT'JS
	 : f.)f_dt)	 D04 1)( 1 3 Mil
<192> FA1(j F'I) lid P AT'I'E:R1 n AT VT•:C'rOu 4
FAII,F;P PENS AI	 M A 2 mA1 f'Ar)
r`
<1 93> F'A 1 I,F D IN PA T1 F.kN 9 A'I VF CTIIR 6.53
FAILED PINS	 : OUb	 I)u4 003 L)(11
<194> FAJ1•M'f) itv I'ATrFR^, 0 A r VECT,)k 84
i	 FAILED PINS	 : MAA	 --,, A 2 1AA1 MPO
F
<195> FA 1 LE;f) 1„; PATTF RN 9 AT Vk'CTOR 925
F'AILE-D P1NS	 : U(1b	 D05 0113 1)(10
<196> FAILED I'4 PAT'Thk ; n AT VE;CT01- 92
—	 FAILED PINS	 : FaP1)
<197> FALLED IN PATTE,PN 9 AT VF.CTOR 635
F'AI LP,n PINS	 : '•ipn
*19g> F"AIL.E;1) j 1 PAT1EPN 9 AT VECTOP 643
AIL1:'1) PI N S NRl)
<199> F'AILED IN P A TTF.HN 0 A1' VE'CTOR 156
F AILEP PINS "ARJ)






<200> FAILED IN PA7'TF;PN 9	 AT VFCTOR 907
FAILED PINS mRD
<201> FAILED I N PAT'I	 RN 0	 AT VF;C'PnP h 
AILED PINS	 ; MAO	 Fik1)
<202> FAILED IN PATTERN A	 AT VECTOP 365
FAILED PINS	 : 1-143	 MAO
<203> FAILED IN PATTF:42.N Q AT VFCTOR 332
FAILED PINS	 : mf{I)
<204> FAILED Iry PA'mERN A	 AT VECT O R A91
FAILF'D PINS fAA0
<205> FA I LEI) I N PAI I h'PN 0	 A] VECTOP 36
F'AUKI) PINS	 : M A  	 M A2 MA(+
<206> FAILED 1	 -j PA'T• MIRN 0	 AT VF:rrot- 12
FAII.,F:n P1 NS MA3	 •MA2 M40
<207> F'A I LEI) I N PATT ER N H	 AT VF,C'Ir 1 H W42
FAILED PINS	 : N,RD
<708> F A I LEr) IN P AT I F RN 6	 AT VFCT 1 1P H 1 (a
FA I LF:f) PINS krf
<209> FA1LF'n I'-)	 NAI'fF:F !\	 F	 AT	 VFCTUIR	 5h3
FAILED PINS :	 µPFD
210> F A 1I,E,[) IN	 PAT IYRN
	
9	 A7'	 VF.CTn p	th35
FA I I,E r ) P 1 \l 5 +N t)
<21 1 > F A 1 1,E.D 1 P'	 1' 4'1' 1'Fkw	 F+	 AT	 VF'CTr.1R	 806
F'AILE.n PT FvS :	 M A 0
<212> F A 1 L^J) IN P A I 1'ERN O A 
	
VFCTnk	 14
FATI,En PINS : m A 2 hl 1




<21I> FAILED 1'; PATTFRIN 8 AT VF:C'I'Ck	 5h3
F'AIf.FD PINS :	 MA.3 16:A2 VAI MAO
<215> FAILED J N PATTERN h AT VEC T'f)k 	 587
FAILED PINS	 V,A3 VI A2 MA 	 MAO
<216> FAILED l N PATI F.HN O AT VFCTUR 56b
FAILED PINS	 MA2 h1A1
<217> F'AILFD IN PATTF:kr+ 0 AT VF;Ci , ni .	12
FAILED FINS	 MA 	 MA1
	
-*.?.1 8> FAI LF D 1 N PAT"1'E;i?N 6 AT V CTO 0	579
AILED PINS	 ^+A3 M A2 n',AI MAO
<219> FAILED LW PAT FERN 0 Al VECTOP 52
FAILED PINS :	 4A0
<220> FAJ I,ED IN PATTF;RN 0 AT VECTOR 35b
FAILFD FINS : MA3 M A1 MRD
<221> FAILED IN PATTEHN 3 AT VE,CTnR 3
F AILED PINS :	 Mkl.)
<222> FAILED IN PAT1'F'R'4 0 AT VECTPk 20
F AII,E:D PINS :	 M R I)
<223> FATLEO IN PATTF:HN 0 A'r VECTIIH	 356
FAILED PINS : M R D
<220 FAILED Iig PA'r1ERP, O AT VF:C1014	 20
F'AILF'1) PINS :	 MR 
<225> FA 1 LF D 1 1 , PAT'TKPN 0 AT VEC 1 014	 92
FATI,KD PI NS :	 MR 
<226> FAILFD) I+w PATTERN 0 AT VFCTOH 35h
FAILFD PINS :
	 M A3 'AN1
<227> F A I LF() I h+ PATTERN J AT VFC I'ilu	 3
FAILFD PINS :	 ,ARI)
<276> FA1LFD IN PATTERN 0 Al	 91.
FAILF.1) PJ11 S : -Ilk lif)
<229> FAII)F:U T'4 PAT7'E:P q O Al VM'CTOR	 20
FAILFD PINS :	 Ni R1)
230> F'AILr:U IN PATTE;'R I, 3 A T VF'CTM-	 13
FAILED PIGS :	 'e A2. MA1 Mja0
<231> FAIf,F.0 Jw PA'rl'L'k iv 0 AT VF;ClOk	 228
FAILFD PINS : MpO
<232> F'A 1.1,ED I N PATI F..RN h A T VF'CTD4	 5a3
FAILFr- PINS :	 M R 1)
<233> FA I LED 1 14 PAT I'Fkw 3 Al' VF:CTIIk	 33
FAILED PINS :	 A2	 A1
<234> F'AILE.:I) IN PATQ,'RN 9 AT VF,C`I'(iH P4 
FAILFD PINS : "D
<235> FAILED IN' PA'rTF'R') 1 Al VF'C1'(.)R 	 467
FAILED PINS :	 `jA3 l,'A1 (AAO
<236> FAILFD 1 14 PA'1-1'F.RN O Al' VECTOR 	 492
FAILED PINS :	 ^-A 3 )*A2 E-"Ai uAO




<23A> F'AIUD J;d PA rTE:RV 0 AT VECTn p, 223
AILED PINS :
<239> F AILFD I N PATTERN 0 AT VECTOk 292
FAILFD PINS :	 N1R0
M.
A<240> FA I LF:D IN PAT'I F H I%l 0 Al VF:CT OR	 20
F'AILF• f) PINS :	 M R F)
<241> FAILED IN PATTF;PN 0 Al VECTOR 12
AILED PI N S	 MA 3 6141
<242> FAlt,K') IN PATTER4 A AT VECTOR 787 	 r'j
FAILED PINS :	 00
<243> FAILED 14 PAr'rFR rd () AT VECIOR	 14
F AILEn PINS :	 m.42 MAO
<240 FAILED IN >AI*FF'kw A AT VFC'IIjk	 y1
FAILF;n PINS :	 M,qD
<24 10 F'AII, D IN PA1'TFRI4 Q AT VECHIR	 843
FAILED PINS :	 .R1)
<246> F A I L,F:D I J PATTF,R 1^ D AT VK,C 1'I'11?	 358
FAILF:U PINS :	 443 MA2 "Al MA O
i
<247> FA I I,Ei) I W PA fTFR I,. 9 Al VF".0 l (jR	 765
F' AILR D Pl lg S :
	
l)()h n114 1)x)3 n(Jii1
<240 F' A lLU) IN PATT' . 141 J n AT VFrPlW	 R4
FAII.,U) PINS :
	
A3 ^A2 "•1A1 PA An
<249> F , ,4 j uN;f) I ,v PArTF;k: ,j 0 Al VE;CT(lP	 124
FAUF.1) PINS	 +'A3 MA2
-	 250> F A I LF:O [ J PA , ri'F-, R i J O A'f VFCI' , 11 •	36
FAILED PINS	 YA1 mAn
<251> F'A 1 (,FD J :4 NA f TE'Riv 0 Al VF.0 t Ilia	 h52
F'A1LEn PINS : 	 SiA1)




<253> FAiLu) I re PATTERN 9 AT VFC I'UR 653
FAILF*.n INS 	 D09 Di13 DOO
<254> F A I L,FD 1 Y PATTERN S A T VE'('TnK	 12
C	
FAILED PINS ;	 rtk1) •
<255> FAILED IN PATTE,H ! ) 0 AT VECTOR	 q2
r	 F'AI[,F:n PINS	 1-i
<256> FAI f,ED I 'v PA f TF.Pio 0 A r VECTOR 	 64
FAILED PI14S :	 MA 	 4A 
<257> FAII,ED IN PAT'TER Iv 1 AT VF,r_rl)R	 443	 y`
FAILED PINS	 SRI?
' 258> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 2217
AILED PINS	 Mk1.)




<260> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 156
FAILED PINS	 : MRI)
^^,261> FAILED IN	 PATTERN 3 AT VFCTOR 37
.IL,Fn PINS	 : MAO
<262> FAILED IN PATTERN 6 AT VECTOR 579
FAILED PINS	 : 'AA2
	
NA1 MAO
<263> FAILED IN	 PA r9FR.V 0 AT VFCTOR 102
FAILED PINS	 : AAO




<2b5> FAILED IN	 PA'r ,rF:Rry 0 AT VE:C rOR 102
FAILED PINS	 ; MAO
<266> FAILED IN	 PATTERw 0 AT VHCT(1R 84
FAlf ED
f
PINS M,A 3 Hl 1
c267> FAI LEt) IN
	
PATTh.P AI 0 AT VF'C rf) ► < 358
F'A1LFi1 PINS, 'AA3	 MA2 MA1
<268> FAILED IN	 PATIF.Rir 5 AT VF;CT()R 549
F'A I L.E*O PINS DO 
<269> FA I bE;f) I N 	PA'r7'ERti 0 AT VFCTOR 12




PAr rFH -: j 0 AT VECT(.)R 356
FAILED PINS A0
<271> FAIf,U) IN	 PATI'ERN B AT VECTOR 668
FAILF.n I'INS :^A1	 MAO
<272> FA If., I J	 PATTF'.R NJ A AT VE.ClOR u91
F	 FAILED PI uS ^Ar)
<273> FAILFi) I"vl	PA'r'I'FP'J 9 AT VECTOR bbl
FAILF D PINS	 : MAO
<274> FAILED IN	 PAT'rE.RN 0 AT VECTOR 92
FAILED PINS	 : MR 
r	 <275> FA ILED I N	 PATTERN 0 AT VFCTOR 156
FAILED PINS RD
<276> FAILED IN	 PATTFHN 3 AT VE.CI OR 123
FAILED PINS RD
<277> FATLE:D It)	 PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 332
_	 FAILED PINS	 : "< R I)
' ?7H> FAILED IN	 PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 102
:AIJ	 D FINS	 : MAO




ON wi l l wqq
<280> FAIL EO I.,j PA7"rh:w N 0 AT VF'CTUK	 510
+*AI(,ED PINS :	 MAt MAO
<281> FAII,E0 IN PA'I'TF.RW 6 AT VECT()P.
	 563
ULE,D PINS : 41RD
<282> FAI LF.I) IN PATTEKIN 6 AT VECrr1R	 819
FAILFf) PINS :	 MR 1)
<283> FAILED iN PATTERN O AT VFCTOP 492
F AILED PINS :	 'AA3 MA2 MAI MAO WRD
<280 FAILED IN P A'T'1 , ERN 9 AT VF.0 I'I.IR	 925
FAILED PINS  :	 D07 D()b 005 D(.)4 003 D01
<285> FAILED IN PATTE RN 6 Al VECI'HP 21
FAlLFD PINS : MAI MAO
<286> FAILED IN PA r'rFkw A AT VFC I'fIR	 157
FAILED PIMS :	 -+A()
<787> N'AILKI) IN PAiI'F'RW 9 AT VFCTI1R	 (007
F'AILFJ) PINS :	 !A i.e D




<289> F A 11,F^D I N, PATTEPNi 9 AT V F C 10R	 9n7
FAIL;F0 P ('^,S	 tR 
.290> F A I LE 1) IN PATTKkK I AT VECTOR 443
FAI1,KD PINS	 p 
<291> F'A 1 LE0 I N NATTER V 0 AT VEC r f )K 956
F'A1LFP PIfJS :	 1k1)
<297> FAILED IN PATT ERN 0 AT VFCI'Ok	 124
FAILED PINS :	 wA3 MA2




<294> FAILED I w PAT'TF:R,4 0 AT VFC rUti	 356
F'A1LEO i l l [IS :	 M AI MAI
<295> FAILED IN NAr'rir'hN O AT VE.ci oR 	 92
FAILED PINS :	 MR 1)
<296> FAILED IN PAT'IEPN 0 Al VE'C'ri)R	 84
FAILED PINS :	 M43 PA1
<297> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VE:C rok 292
FAILED PINS :	 MA3 ?".A1
k ?9A> FA I LFD IN -P hT TEPN 0 AT VECTOR 220
r	 AILED PI NS	 MR I)
<299> FAILED 1N PATTFHN 0 AT VE;CT(.)k 92
FAILED PI N,8	 MR I)
ORIGINAL PAGE, ISOF POOR QUALITY
Nw	 y  	 `
<30Q> }l'ALLF:D IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTr1k 292
F'AILKI) PI+gS 4.	 MRO
<301> FA I IPED IN PA I'TFRN 0 AT VFCT04	 .480
'AII,FL) PINS :
	 M A3 MA2 MA1
<307> F'A] I,F,D TU PATTEW4 6 AT VECTOR 877
FAILED PINS	 D04
<303> FAILED I'll PATTFNr q A AT VECTOR 757
FAILED PINS :	 F-+42 MA1
<304> FAILED Iry PATTF'kty 0 AT VEC'rl)k	 292
FAILED PINS :	 MPD
<305> FAILED IN PATTERN 3 AT VFC'111k 	 13
FAILED PINS	 MA3 MA2'
<306> FAILED IN PATIFPN C Al VECTOR 711
FAILED PINS :	 MA2 MA1 *IAO
r	
<307> FAILED IN PA I) EPN 0 AT VF'C7'l1k 	 358E
FAMED PINS :	 'AA 3 -AA1
<308> FAILF :r) IN PAT'rE p w tl AT VECrt1N	 292
FAILED PINS :	 Mk 1)
f
<309> FAILEL) IN PATTERN () AT VECI'()k 	 92
FAILED) FINS :	 AND
4
:3fQ> FAILED Iry PA'r'rP:k(v 0 AT VECTOR 	 492
FAILED PINS	 MP 1){
<311> FAILED 11) PAFTF,HN 0 All VEC'T0R 	 356
FAILFU PINS :	 '4A2 rr'A0




<313> FAILED IN PA'rTF:RN O Al VFCT(k 	 484
FAILED PINS :	 4A3 MA2
<310 FA ] LLI) IN PA UTE;RN 1 AT VEC FOR 443
FAILED PINS :	 HA2 M AO 'ARD
<315), FAILF;O Its PATTERN 0 AT VFCTr_'K 	 332
FAILED PINS :	 m+R1)
<316> FAILED Its PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 12
FAILED PINS	 MA3 MA1
<317> F FLED IN PATTERN 0 AT VVCT11P 22 3
F'AILF' p PUNS	 Q
':318> FATLFI`) TN E'ArT'E:kN 9 AT VECTOR 	 667
°Alf,E3 () PINS :	 'AA1 MA2 MA1 MAO
<319> FAILED Iry 	 3 Al VECTOR	 925
FAILED  P LNS :	 M A2 MAO 1
<320> FAILED IN PATTI• RN A AT VECTOR 365
FAILED PINS : MA3 MAO
<32.1> F'AIbED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 332




<322> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VECT01- 365
FAILED PINS : MA3 MAU
<323> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOk 22.4
FAILED PINS ; 0
<320 FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VE:.CV)R 35P
FAILED PINS
	 MA3 MA2 MA1 MA0
<325> FAILED I TV PATTFRN O AT VE.'CTUP 84
F'AILF.D PINS
	 MA.3 MA2 NIA 
	
MAO
<32b> FAILED IN PATTEVkN A AT VMCTUR 125
F'AILFD PINS
	 MA3
<327> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VE;CT(.)P 757
FAILF'I) PINS	 1•1A2 N?k1
<328> FA 1 l VD 1 -4 PATTERN 0 AT VEM OP 84
FAILED PINS
	
+1A3 MA2 MAI MAO
<329> F'A I I,F.f) IN PA T'TE;PN 0 AT VECTOR
	
358
FAILFf) E'Iwti	 MA3 NIA) MA1 MAO
330> FAILED I n PATTERN n A'T VF'CTUR 492
KAILFD PINS :	 Y A3 ,AA2 ?,,,Al t.4AO MRD
<331> FAI LF:I) IN PATTE:P ly 0 AT VE;C Pok
	 ) 2
FAILED PINS : MAO
<332> FA I LE 0 IN P'ATTER'N O AT VECTOR 20
FA1tF.D PINS :	 MR1)
<333> F• AIUE.O IN PATTERN n A1 VEC •rOR	 356
FA11,FD FINS
	 'iA 
<334> FAILED I , + PATTERN () AT VECTOR	 12
FAILED PINS :	 MRU
<335> FAI [,E:D IN PATTERN 0 AT VE;C'TOH	 3
FAII,E[) PINS	 MPD
<336> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VECTOR 947
FAILED PINS	 MA1 MAO
<337> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECT(iR 30
FAII-ED FINS :	 MA1 MAO
<338> FA I I F0 IN PAi'TERN 3 AT VF:,CTOR
	
13
AILEA) PINS	 MA2 MA1 MAO
<339> FAIRE[) IN PATTERN' 0 AT VF:CTOP
	 12
FAILED P114S :	 MA3 MA2 MA1 h'AO
M<340>	 I AILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 36
FAILED PINS :	 MA.J	 MA2 MAO
<341>	 FAILE D I N	 PAT'I'EFN 0 AT VECTOH 3Sb
OILED PINS :	 MA3	 MAI
a
<342>	 FAILED IN	 PATTERN 9 AT VECTOR 885
FAIhFD	 P1 048 :	 MA1	 MAO
<343>	 FAILED TN PATTERN 0 A'r VF^C'rl1N 35h
FAILED PINS :	 MA3
	
MA1 MAO






<345>	 FAILED IN PATTERN 9 AT Vh'C'IOP 1343
FAILFI)	 PINS :	 MRI)
i
046>	 VA J LFL) IN	 PAT'rFk r: I AT VFCTOk 467
I	 FAILED	 PINS MA3	 µAI tAA0
<347>	 FA I Lh;l) IN	 PATTF,F?'4 9 AT VE3 C1'f ► k 853
t	 FA1LF.1)
	 PINS :	 r A'L
	
MA1 NAO
<348>	 FA ILFD IN	 PAT rE:HN 5 AT VF CT()N. 547
FA1(,Fr)	 PLNS :	 lAA0
<349>
	




350>	 FAI LFn IN	 PAIJERN A A'F V; C'roR 771
FAILED
	 PINS MHU
<351 >.	 FA I LEI) 1 N	 PAT FERN A AT VECTOR 75'1





FATL,FO IN	 PATTERN O AT VECTOR 35A








<354>	 FAILED IN	 PATTF•	N 0 AT VE.CTI ► H 510
f	 FAILED	 PINS	 : 'iA3	 MA2	 KA(?
<355>	 PA SSE0t
<356>





	 FAILED 1 N	PATTF:PN 0 AT VF.CTLIN 332
FAILED PINS MRD
<358>	 F'A J LE;D IN	 PATTERN 0 AT VH CTOk 12
'AILED	 FINS +tA3	 MA1
<359>
	
F'AILVO IN PATTER N 6 AT VFCTOR 21
F' A 1 I, F. f)
	


















<3t•1>	 F'AII.,EU IN PATTERN R AT VECTOk 563
FAILED PINS
	 ; '4A3	 MA2 MA1 MAO
r
4 ,F.362> FAILED l Iv PATTERN 0 AT VFC'TOR J2
€	 F'AII,ED	 PtN,;	 :
,
4A 3	 MA2 tiIA1 MAJ)
<3b3>	 FAILEI.) IN PA7TEPN 4 Air vF:CI(oR 85.i
FAILED PINS
	 : MA1
<364> FAI LED I N PATTF.R +i 0 AT VFCT(lk 356
FAILED PINS +1A 3	 MA2 (•+A1 MAn
<365>	 FAILF•1) IN PA'rTKRf-4 6 AT VECTOR 579
FAILF.n	 PIMA
	 : M43	 MA2 MA1 MAO
k
<;3bh>	 F'A I LF'(r I % N A 1"[ F.HN () A'I' VECTOR 52
FA1LH'))	 PLwS Ajrj
<3th7>	 F'AIL,Eu IN PA1J W, A Al VF:CTnP 771
FAILF1)	 PI i q S	 ; `6140	 'dRD
<30F>	 FA 1 (,*FL) )to PA.TTFRH n AT VFC IOR 332
FAILED	 PI ►. S •'^%>
<3h9>	 F Al LE:i) 1	 ^+ PATTE,kw 0 AT VE'C r(.)k lt!
FA1LF0	 P 1 NS	 : 1 rl r.;
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
'-370>	 F A l i, F u Ji g PAT• 'i E P ij 0 AT V F_ C 1 (j P 20	 OF POOR QUALITYAIL, .J)	 PI*YS	 : V•ki;
<371 >	 F AI LED ('a PATTF:k ,v A Al VECTOR R03
FAILEr)	 PI46 '-1A 3	 -?A2
I
<3 72>	 F'A I LFi) I'. PA i TEktd 5 AT VE • C rOP 555
r	 FAILED	 PI %1 S Gri
<373>
	
F'AILEL) 1 q PATTERN 0 AT VE'CIOP 356
FAILFn PINS •1A.3	 1^AI
F	 <374>	 FAILED IN PA1"TF6'•a 0 AT VF(-r(lR 20
FAILED	 PINS Ri)
<375>
	 F'A1 LED IN PAT'TF..kN 3 AT VFCTnP 923
FAIbF r) 	PINS	 : MA 
<376>	 FAILED IN PATTERN 9 AT VF;CT()k 843
F AILED	 PINS	 : v1pu
<377>	 FAILED Ira PATTERN 3 AT VECTOR 13
FAILFD	 P114S AA2	 i-IrAl HAO
E	 <378>	 FA1LED TN PA.T'IFRN 0 AT VECTOR 230
';'A1LF()	 FINS AI	 MAO








<3kO> FAIL,FD IN PATTFRN 0 AT VFCT0k 30	 !
FAILED PINS :	 MAI MAO
<381> FAILED IN PAIJERN 0 AT VECTOR 44
F'A1LEI) PIN S ;	 MH D
w ..382> FA ILE0 IN PA FI'Fk rJ 9 AT VKCI OR 7 31
F'A1LEr) PINS	 0
<383> FAILED IN PA'JTF;kN 4 AT VFC1(IR 651
FAILED PINS	 R1)
080 PASSED
<385> FAILED IN PATTER'J 0 A'i' VE.Crnk	 84
FAILED PIN'S	 MA3 MA2 MA1 PAO
<386> FAILE IJ Ira PATTERN 9 AT 0,CTI.IR	 7h5
FAII.E:D PINS :	 D06 1)(14 1)113 D01
<387> FA I f.,Et) IN PATTEkiv 1) AT VFr1 t)R 	 .3 32
FAILED PI ,g S :	 MPI:i
<388> PASSED
<3P9> FAJU'I) ►
 v PAI'rF:k',J 'A a T vErToR	 594
<390> F A H F,l.) IN PATTERN k AT VFC1'I)k 	 5f^.3
F AILED) F IvS	 '4A 3 MA7. HAI Mar)
	
391 > FA I LM..I) T++ PATT'F.KN 0 AT VF.0 rOR	 1 4
FAIL,E	 PIN'S
<392> FAIGF"f) I,v NATTFRIO 9 AT VECTOR	 925
FAILED Pf t4S	 dA O
<3()3> FA F LFn 1v PA rTF.k,q 0 A r VWC f OFD	 358
FAILED PI'S	 NtA3 MA2 . -'A] MAO
kF
I	 <394> FAILED I'^ PATTFP^J 0 A'r VECTf?R	 22
FAILED PINS :	 iA0
<395> F A l LED IN PA-I ERN 0 AT Vr_'CTOR 502 	 4
FAILED PINS	 ',IA3 MA2 ..'Al KAr)
<39b> PA$SKD
t'
<397> FAILED  I N PATTEw N 0 AT VF C 1'nk	 12
FAILED PINS	 MRD
<398> FAILED IN PATFEF"4 3 AT VECIUR 	 11
FAILED PINS	 MA3 JAA] MAO
<399> FAILED I' 4 PAI'TF;F'w 1 Al VECrfIR	 443
' A I L,H) PINS	 'AA 3 t•)A2 IIA I MAO
j






4<401> FAII.—ED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 94
FAILED PINS	 : 'CAI
<402> FAILED 'llv PA'T'TERN 9 AT VECTOR 843
k	 FAILED PINS	 : MPt)
403> FA 
	
I., E; I) 1 N PA'T I'N P 0 AT VE ` C filK 1 I
F'AILFD PINS MR1)
<400 FAILED IN PATTER,v A Al VE.C'f()R 91
FAILEL) PINS SItD
<405> FAIbF.0 I PAfTE:Pw r) AT VF'CTOH 278
FAILED PINS tA 
	
-1A1)
<406> FA I	 ,E:D Iry PA T'I'F.K-V 0 AT VECI'rjP 38
F'A1LF.1) PINS '0,112
<407> FAI[LM,h ['J PATPf' :P w A AT VF•Cl l )R' 891
F'AILE'D P1 r^ S 	: 'AAf)
<40R> FAIli 0 IN PATTEk'V 3 AT VFC'IOP 579
FA11,F() PINS	 ; A A3	 A A2 MA1 H AO
<409> FA I L.F1) 1 N PA'11 E. 	 J 3 A T VJ'C. I r,IR 965
F A 11,F'D P I +VS MA 3	 ;-A? M AI N.AO
<410> VAI1,F=D 14 PAfTFR.,y 6 AT VE'Cl'OP 5714
F'AILF'r) PINS AA2	 MAI +SAO
4 1 1> F'A I I.,E i) I	 q V 4I'TFR q 0 AT VVCTr ► N k104
AILF'I.; PINS	 : vRr)
<41?> F AI [,F:i) I' ,r PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 332
FAIL-F:() PINS tP1)
<41 3> FA I L,F,r) I	 J PA T" fF R,,, 0 AT Vk'CTOR 156
F'AILF.I1k PINS
i <4J 4> F A I LFI7 I N PATTF,RN 1 AT VFC'I OR 749
FAILED PTNS	 : A A2	 MAI N,A()
<415> FA ILF:I) I ti PA fTERN 0 AT VECTOP. 12
FAILED P I wS	 : ti)A 3	 MA 1
t
<4 1 6> FA I LF.0 I N ; P A FT F. 	 v 0 Al VFCT F)R 30
FAILED PINS	 : MAI	 NAo
<417> FAILED 1-4 PA IF:P-a I AT VECTOR 531
FAILED PIPj,S	 : MAC)
<418> FAILED IN PATIER;4 3 AT VFC Tok 1 17
FAILED PINS	 : MA3	 MA2 MAO
h; v ORIGINAL PAGE IS<419> F A I LED IN P A T T	 k ,v 0 AT E' C l' n N 484
•, A I L F. D PIN S 	: H A 1	 M, A 0 OF POOR QUALITY
<420> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VFCTQR R21
FAILED PINS	 : MAI
r
'	 <421>
	 FA 1 LFD	 IN
	
PATTERN	 0	 AT	 VECTOP	 3
fA11,U) PIN,3	 :	 MR0
<422>	 FAILED	 IN	 PATTERN	 0	 AT	 VECTOR	 12
FAII.,ED
	 PINS	 :	 MRI)
-	 <423>	 FA 1 LE (.)
	
I N 	 PATTF'.H ^	 3	 Al	 VFCT0k	 11
j	 FAILED	 P1'46	 :	 MA3	 XAi
<424>	 FAI LF;n	 IN	 PA'I TFRN	 0	 A l l	 VFCT ► ' ► k	 3
FAILED	 PINS	 :	 MKL,
<425>	 FAILED	 JN	 PATTERN	 0	 AT	 VECI'1)N	 12
f




<42H>	 FA1I EI,	 liv	 PATTKK%-	 0	 A'r	 VF'C'Tnk	 12
F'A1LFD	 Plr,ti	 aR 
r
<429>	 F A I LF:+)	 1'4	 NATI F:P ty	U	 AT	 VFCTC1R	 14
FAILE'I)	 PINS	 :	 1aA2
<430 ),
	
FA11,E1)	 114	 PATTKHN	 O	 AI	 VE'C'rt.^F+	 22O
FA 1 LFTn	 PINS	 1A p!)
<4 3 1>	 F A I t, E: 	 1 N	 P A rTF:P' , I	 4	 AT	 VF:C'rl) L ,	 731
FA1 L P'D	 PI tiS	 :	 NNL)
_4 32>	 F A I L,F;D	 IN	 PATTER';	 n	 AT	 VECTOR	 3
E	 FAILED PINS	 NF0
<433>	 FAILED	 IN	 PAPTk.r2-4	 0	 AT	 VFCTOF	 12
FAIL,F* n	PINS	 ;	 MaD
I	 <434>	 FA1 LF:I)	 1'v	PA r I'E'R'v	 A	 AT	 VF.(C r(lk	 379
hATLED	 PI v S	 ^^A3
<4 39>	 FAILF,D
	
IN	 PATTERN	 O	 AT	 VECT9F	 1 99
FAILF0	 PINS
F,	 <43o>
	 FAILED 	 I N	 PATTEP 1 V	 0	 AT	 VECTOR	 22.3
F A ILhL)	 PINS	 :	 ca
<437>
	
F'A I LF;I.)	 IN	 P ATTE;P A )	 9	 AT	 VECTOR	 7 34
-	 FAILED	 PINS	 :
<436> FAILED	 1 14	 PATTERN	 0	 AT	 VECTOR	 124
F'AILEO	 PINS	 :	 MA1
<439>	 FAILED	 IN	 PATTE;F?:4	 4	 AT	 VFCTGR	 651
Ff	
FA11,1:L)	 P1rvS	 :	 MR I',
'44o>	 hAILE'.I)	 1 14	 PAI'TERN	 0	 AT	 VE;CTuR	 230




^^I GTi^ A,^, PAGE 14,():b' 
"OOP, QUA	 'D
^J









<445> FAILED IN PATTFH iy 9 AT VECTOR H41
FAU D PINS	 '•2
<446> FAILED IN PATTF:Rt-, A AT VF:CIOR	 27
FAILFD PINS ; N2
<447> FAILED IN PATTERN D AT VECTOR 332
FAILED P1 NS	 IARD
<448> F'AILN,D IN PATTFHN 9 AT VE;CIOR 	 H41
F AI'LED PINS	 tit
<449> VAILF.o 1'4 PATTV.HN. (4 AT VECTOR	 1003
F A I L F:1) PINS	 °+ 1
<450> F AI LF,0 I ,q PA) I'FPiy 0 A r VECTOR	 41
F'A I lF D P I Iv S; 	 i1
<451> FAILED T^l PAT"IWPN 9 A'T VF'CT11 N	H41
	
f=	 FAII,Fi) PINS	 h^)
<452> FA II,E 0 I' ll PA7 TF P1 9 AT VFC ri_1K	 9R7
F A I L.F'n F' 1 ^J 5	 ^i ^^
ro
<453> VAII,F'D I°^ PAl"I'F:R ,J 3 AT VE.CICIP	91.3
FAILED PINS	 4A	 I
k
<454> PAS;3F;E)
<455> FATI,Ft) I'J PATTE 1410 A Al VE,CT(lk	 3H1
FAILFD PINS	 A i
<456> FA.lLED IN PATTEPN 0 AT VEC'rnR	 332
FAILED PT , 4S	 .RD
<457> VATLF0 IN PAT'TFPNI 3 AT VFC'I'OP.	 13
FAILED P1'48 :	 ^-A2 1"A1 MA0
x
<458> FAT.LED IN PA.ITERN 3 AT VE:C'TnR 923
F"AILE'D PIN S :	 Y A2 MA.1 4A0
	
-	 <459> PASSED
<460> FAILED IN PATTERN n AT VECTOR 38
F'ATLE:D PINS :	 MA 3 MA2 MAO
<460 FATLED I(., PAi'TEK(v 0 AT VECTOR	 30
.. FAILED PI N S :	 VA 	 MAO




<463> FAILFU IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 484
F'AILF.0 PINS :	 MA2 MAI
<460 FAILED IN PATTERN n AT VECTOR 1 8R
F'AILEf) PINS :	 MA2 MAI
,^ ,,,,.465> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 Al VECT(Ik	 484
FAILED PINS :	 HA1
<4b6> PASSEL)
<467> FAILED 1 ,v PATTERN A AT VFC I'f)P 	 125
FAILE;f) PINS :	 lr, A3 'AA? MAI
<468> FAT LED IN PATI F. RN R Al VVCT0R 66.3
FAILF0 PINS  :	 nU4 n02 1) .111)
<464> E'AIUED IN PATTE.P14 U AT V ECT OR	 12
F'AILFF) PINS :	 MAO
<470> F A I I,F:f l
 IN PATTERN H Al VF'C'f1)k	 f, 2K
FA1LEn PI'S
	 MAO
<471> FAII,FU Iry PATTVRN A A C VFC111P	 3b3
VAILED P1 r,S	 hiA3
<472> FA 1 LF.LU I "i PA'I TF Nh+ 0 AT VFC1'(if-'	 2L12
FA I I-E.D P I -VS :
	
'AA 3 Ab 1
<473> F'A 1 LEI) T-N PATT • E • P ly R AT VE;CTOk	 55
7AILED P I NS :	 m  3 MA 2
s





<475> F A I LEG IN PATJ'FHiV 0 Al V P C'Tf1R	 1 4
FAI1,F.D PINS :
	 41A'2
<476,> F'A I LF;u 1 '1 PATTERN 6 AT VF C`fLIR 	 579
F'A1LFD Pltifi	 '143 MA2 PAI MAo
<477> F A T LED 1 N PATTE.RW 0 AT VEC CL I P	 12
VA1LF1) PINS	 Rf)
<478> FA 114:0 T-4 PATTFR,ti 0 AT VF'C'TOR	 14
FA1I,,Ef) F'I ,,4S :	 %1A2
<479> FAILED Irq PATTER N H AT VF.Cff.1P	 63
FAILED PINS :	 :,SRO
<4R0> FAILED I'w PATTE;Pw 'n AT VECTOP	 38
FAILFU PINS	 MAI MA2
<481 > FA I LEE I r! 1, A , , ,, C p ,FiN 0 AT VECTOR	 28
F' A ILE:l1 PINS	 MA 3 MA2 MA1 MAO
482> FA UED 1. 14 PATTEP' -^ () AT VECTOP
	
14
FAIL-Fl) PINS	 •1A1 1 1A0	 a	 aj




FAILED PINS	 : MAO
a	 .	 ,
i
<484>	 F A I I.EIl IN PATT'	 ,htJ 0 AT VF;C'rnP 60
FATIrFD
	 PINS	 : MA3	 HA2	 MAI
4A5>
	
FAII,h.D Ir+ PATTKk-4 0 AT VF'CT0k 3k
AILED	 PI(vS	 : 14A  MA2
<486> FAILED IN PAITF'RN 0 AT VECTOR 36
FAILED PINS	 : M A3	 MA2	 MA1 ►SAO
<487>	 FAILED I N PA'r'FF.PN C AT VE,'CrLIR 971)
FAILED PINS	 : D06
<4RH>	 F'A T LE,I+ Vi PATTERN µ h r VF.0 r ► IN 172
FAILED
	
PINS	 : MA3	 ofl A2	 MAI MAO
<4N9> PASSVO
<490>	 FAILED IN PATI'E,'PN n AT VECTOR 30
F'AILE'D	 PINTS	 : MA1	 "40
_
FI)<491 >
	F AI L- O TN N A	 F P f%i 0 AT VFC 10P 532
FAILED	 PI r^S	 :
r
^' A 0
<492>	 FAIL-ED I N PATTY P P ' A AT VECT11k H-91
F"AI1 E[^	 PINS 4;A i	 MA2 040
k	 <49 3>
	
h A I LKD T'J PAT rH:kr, U
All
11F CI HR 1 ^I
E'AILFI>	 F'I ^S $AA.3	 MAI MA0
- 494>	 FAILF.I. ► IN PATI'E;PN 0 AT VE:Cr(1I< ib
F'AILFL)	 PINS N'.A 3	 .~A2 1A40
<495>	 FA LI,F:I) IN PATTEPiu 0 AT VECTOR i 5h
FAILED	 P T 145 lip 1)
<49h>	 FAILF.11 1(, PATTERN 0 A'r VF.CF()k 11
VAILEn	 PINS	 ; r3H1.)
<497>	 FAIL,`' IN PATTERN 0 AT VF,CTI!h 12
VA1LF'D	 PINS	 : +kD
<498>
	
FA I L,KL) I'4 PA.TTFP ly 0 AT VEC'1'L► k 3
h	 F AILE D 	PINS	 : mpf)
<499>	 FAILED TN PA'r'rFR'J 0
All VFC1HP 124
FAILED PINS	 : MA3	 OA2
<50, 0>	 FAILED I N P ATTF:RiJ n AT VECTIIN 124
FAILED	 PINS	 : µ A3	 MAI
<501>
	
FAILED IN PATTEHiv 0 AT VLC'rIIH 4H4
FAILS P	 PINS	 : III A1
-<502>	 F'AILF:I, IN PA'1'7E;kJ 0 AT VFCT(ik 484
AILEn	 PINS	 : MA2	 MAI
<503>
	
FA I 1,E:1) I:J	 PAT'1'EPN 0 AT VEC'TOP 484
FAILED	 PINS	 : '1A1	 FIAO
'^ J
<504>
	 F'AILFD IN	 PAT'rFRN 0 AT VE:CTUN 212
FAILED PINS ;	 MA2	 MA1




<506>	 FAILED IN	 R'ATTF.R N 0 Al VEC Ulk 332
FAILED PINS MR 1)
<507>	 FAILED 1 N	 PA'I'TFkw H AT VF.'C'F)R 64t,
FAILED PINS :	 414()
<508> FAILED IN	 PATTERN A AT VF.CrOR 3Ni
F'AILF:f;
	 PINS MA3	 MAO
<509>
	
FA I LF.;f, I N
	PATTKRN n A'r VF:C'rllk 3 32
F'AILFI)	 PI NS kiw1)
<510>	 FAILED IN	 PATTERN 0 AT VFC'I'()H 44
FAILF.n	 PINS M A 0
<511>
	 FAILED l.v	 PATTER =v ti AT VECTOR 37
F'AIL.En	 PI tvS HRO
<512'>




FA I I,F:D IN	 PAT'T'ERN fi AT VECTOR 9 1H
FAILFD PINS D
-514>
	 FA 1 LE0 T N	 PATrERw i, A I VF'CTilk 5'/4
FAII,FD	 PINS klA i	 MA2 0,A1 k'AO




FA I LE.D I "1	 NA'rTFH N 0 A r VN.C' 1'(IR 30
F'AIIjE'D	 PI N S ','A1	 'AA()
<51 7>
	
FA I L.F,1) T 'd	 P AT'rF'Rw r) AT V E C T f I R 1 4
FAILED	 PINS :	 MA2
<5 1'8>	 FA ILE'1) 1 'd	 P A T 1 F'HN AT VEC'r {. ) R 102
FAILED	 PINS .A A O
<519>	 FAILED TN	 PATTERN 0 AT VFC'I'(lH 12
F'AIL FD 	 PINS )•'R 
<520> FAILED IN	 P A TTERN 0 AT VE;C'rOR 92
FAILED PINS MRD
<521>	 FAILED iN	 PAT'rF.RN 0 AT VECTON 20
FA I LF'D	 P I NS :	 R 
' -522>	 FA I LFD IN	 PATTEPN 9 AT VECTOP 731








	^26> F A I LEI) I 1 P'ATTE'RN 5 AT VEC1'r)P	 549
AILED P  WS : D-14
<527> F'AlliEl) IN PATTEPN n AT VF'CTi)P 	 332
FAILED PINS : MR0
<528> FA I. LFII T N
 PAT TERN 3 A7 VF.C'f'uk	 923
hA1LED PINS	 MAO
<529> FA I LEn IN PA'rTF.k'v 3 AT VECTO W	 923
FAILFD PINS
	 '4An
«3r» FAILEI) IN PATTEP'v n AT' VPCTOP k4
FAILKU FANS	 3
<531 > PASSE',,)
<532> FAIL,F-D ) V PATlh'PN f+ Al Vw,Cf1)R	 57`1
FAILFD FINS
	 4A3 M A2 MA1
<5.33> FAT (F:O l rd PATTFP	 0 AI VwCTf)k	 N4
FA 11,F1) P1'45	 A 3 ^tA2 v,A0
<534> FA I f. r: L) I N PATT'F*R
	 o AT VF C PUP
	 124
F' AI1, E 'I) PT , -:S	 1	 2
	s35> FAILFA) 1-^ PATrF.HN ( ►
 AT VECI'.1P	 124
F'ATLFD PI NS :	 MA.3 :^A2
<53h > FA  [BFI) 1 ;, , PA ,rTEPj R AT V'FC'l I)11	 3'1
FAILED PINS :
	 "!RD
<537> F'AII,E;D Tr, PATIFP k.- H Al VEC FOP	 k9
FA I Uf) FI T NS :	 A i MA'2	 A 1 M Au "aRD
<538> FA.I LE D I'4 PATTERw A AT VF CT i_1P	 909
FAIL, FD PI-QS :
	 'A A1 t•lA0
<539> F A I LED I l,, NATTE:R ►v 0 AT VE'CTUH	 30
FAILFD Plris	 HAI MAO
<540> F A ILFD IN PArTF,Piv () AT VECTQrl 	 44
FAILFD PINS	 MAO
<541> FAILED III PATTF:kr q 0 Al VF.CT IJP	 292
FAILED PINS :	 '^A3 MA1
<542> FAILED IN PATIP'HN 0 AT VF.C'IUR
	 44
FAIILE'I) PINT S :	 -IAO
`Y	
54.3> F'A I LE'O I )4 PATTERN 3 AT VE:CTOP	 1 3
,g	
;ILEn PIr4S	 MA2 MAI MAO




<545> FAII,F:D IN PATTERN 6 AT VF CT(.) R S19
FA1LE,U
	
PINS : M43	 MA2 MAI MAO
f
<546> FAILED IN PAPTF:R1,i 9 AT VF.CT0P 755
'AILED PINS : MA3
	 M Al MAI PAO
M s'`
<547> FA I LiE:t) IN PA ,r	 'R ,^ 0 AT VF:CTi:IP 14
FAII,ED PINS MAI
<548> FAILED IN PAI'TEHN 0 AT VFCTI)R 22
FAILED PINS MAO
<549> FA I LF)) IN P A 1'T KPN H AT VE'CTUP 5th 3
FAILF.t) PINS : AA3
	
RA2, "Al h'Ao
<550> FA 1 L-Ff) I N PATI ERN 0 Al VFC 1 i`)H 14
FAII',E,D P vS : MAO
<551 > F A I t,K0 J N P A I TF PN 0 AT VFC I'nN 22
FAI1,Fr) PI'JS AO
<552> F A I LF : I ) J V p A 1'T H:R.a o A:1 VF C TI ► r< 14
F'AILEn PI vS +A1)
<553> F A I LE. L) I N PATI F RN () Al VF CTHP 30
FA1LF'n PI IS M4 3	 !,2 CAI P.Ai)
<554> FA1Lr^ l) IN PA'CTF:N I J 0 Al VWCT -1« .3u
F A1LE:D PI q S : M 43	 M42 MAO
,55> F A I bED I'd PATT'FRN 0 Al VF;('TiiP 5r)2
AILED PIr,S : MA3	 M A2 ,iAI m An
<556 > F'A I I,F0 1 :,J PATTER-4 0 AT VF:C i'ii,2 22
VA ILF1) FUNS : MAO
<55*7> FA 1 L,F,1) 1	 J PA FTF'P19 A AT VFCTi l i- 91
E• A1LF1) PINS : "ARU
`	 <556> PASSED
<559> PASSED
<560> FAJI,F'U IN PATTERN n Al VRC1'08 12
FAILED PIN. ?R1)
<561> FAILiED IN PAT'TE:R ; a r AT' VFCf()H 55
E AILED FINS : uR1)
<562> FAILED 1 04 PA'1TERN 3 Al VECT'UR 925
FAILED PINS : !AA2	 r-1Al lAO
<563> F'AILME) PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 12
F`AILF-I) PINS MA2	 MAI	 MAO
-	 64> FA 1 LEU I N P A F T E R N n A T VECT0 P 44
"e A I LF:D PINS 'AA 3	 MA l	 t-1,AU
<565> PASSED
<566> FA I I,E0 IN P ATTFR`a A AT VF CT()R 3R 1
FAILED PINS
	 : D04
<567> FAILKI) IN PATTERN O AT VE;CTIIH 332
'-A1LF0 PINS mR1.)
k
<568> FA 1 LF;D IN PA TTERI) 6 AT VECTUR 579
FAILED BINS	 : MA3	 mA? PA1 NAO






<570> FAMED IN PATTER q f1 AT VF:C POP 12
FAILED P 	 f +S MA3	 IV A2 MA1 MAO
<571 > FA I I,EU I t ! PATTh.R ry 0 AT VEMIR 30
VAILFI) PINS x'41
<512> FAIL,F1) 11-1 PATTER N 0 Al VE:CTfIK 22
FATI,EI) A 
<573> VA1 LH:9 IN PA I"I F:H.v 0 AT VFC'C ri R 39
FAILED PIN.5 h443	 MA1 •Al)
<574> FAILF.fl )v PA'f'IEH ,'i O Al VFC'I'rlk 44
FATLF:L) PINS	 : 4A I'1
<575> F'A 1 l,Ef) 1 . 1 PAI'TF.k'4 0 Al VP'C1' f ► k .36
F'ATL,F:I) P1(v S	 : '-Ai	 I.1 A2 'AAl t..AO
J576> FA 11-F L) 14 PA P FE RN (J AT VECTOR 46-1
FAILFD P11Y6	 : ..'A)	 h;A1'
<577> F'AII.,F:D L 1 4 PATTEPN 0 AT VE:Cl'Ok 3r1
FAILED F JNS	 : 1141
<578> FA 1 LF.!) Ti P A 1" )'F: H *f () Al VFC if)P 14
FAIL,F,D PINS	 : 'A A1	 ,AA0
<579> FAT LE'() T N PA FTFJ4N ( AT VECTr)P. 60
FAILED PTrg S	 : '}43	 MA2 MAI
<580> FAILF.0 t'y PArTK: -N 0 AT VE;CI, nH 12
F'AILF,f) PTfvS	 : MA3	 fA A2 MAI MAO
<5R 1 > F'A ] 1,F,D IN PA'r I'F.Rij 0 AT VFCTf)N 1 2.
FAILED PINS	 : N'43	 MA2 MAT YAO
<582> FAILED Ti4 PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR H4
FAILED PLNS	 : U3 MA2 MAI
<583> FAILED IN PATl'E.RN 0 Al' VECTr1R 3H
FAILED PINS	 : 'AA3	 MA2 1.140
'584> F'A l f,FU IN PA I'TE HN 0 AT VFCTnH 14
'	 AILF.0 Pl r;S	 : MAI	 MAO
<585> FA1I,F.0 IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 14
FAILED PINS	 : MA2
ti
<58b> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTOR 156
FAILEl> PINS :	 N1RD
<587> FAlb,L) IN PATTER-4 A Al VECPUR yI
41LE:D PINS	 MR0
<5N8> FA I LEI) IN PA 'rTE.kN 0 Al' VECTOR
	 1'2
FAILED PINS	 4ko
<589> F AILFb 1 k PATTE . R!J 0 AT VF:C 'r(w 	 12
FAILED PINS	 m8t)
<590> FAILED IN PA TEWV R Al VE'CTOP 92"1
FAILED PINS ;	 007 Dr_1h
<5`a1> FAIljF.I) 1!4 PAITKHly 0 A7 VFXV0P	 11
F'AIL F C> F'I"+S	 Nisi)
<592> F'AIIJN:I) 1 ;4 P ArTF:R tv 0 AT VF'CT(.)I<	 3b4
FAII,F;O PINS
	 +,A 





<594> F A t 1,F:1) 1 1-i PAT rF:f2N 0 AT V EC' T(lk	 36
F'AII.,F:f P1;v S :
	 A3 - AO
<595> FA I I,r.:l) I
	 PATTFN , J 0 AT VFCTOP
	 28
FAILE;r) PI r+,S	 "AI
b> F A 1 LE'I) I v PATT'E,K+'J (.I AT VF.0 I 1N
	 F 4
F A ILK 0 P1 145
	 "14 3 'AA2 µA1
<597> FAILED IN ,PATTF14 W 0 A r VEC f0P	 20
F AILEI) PINS :
	
r1AO
<598> F A 1 I,'r", I? I W PA f) I'hN A AT VFCT11K
	 125
EAI1,F. r) PI is	 MAO
<599> FAIIjED 1 4
 P.ATTh:k,v 0 AT VE'CTr1R	 429
FAII F'I) PI'45 :
	
h1A3 IAA2
<500> FAILF,I) 1 14 PATIEHN' 0 AT VF.Cii'f)P	 481
E AII.•ED k-'1:J$ :	 ^'A2 MAI
<601> F A ILED Tv PATTERN S A'r VF:CT(1F'
	 h46
FAILE. o P INS :	 ")AO
<602> FAILED 1'v PA'rTF:R ,-v F. AT VE;MW 8 
FAILED PINS :	 N! A3 MA2 MAI FAO MRf)
<603> FAILED IN PATTERN A AT VECT(1R 909
F'AI[.FO PINS :	 MAI WAO
'(-)0-» FAILED 1'4 PA ITE RN 0 AT VF'CTOR	 30
AILE:L) PINS : MA  mA0






<606> FAILED 1 N PATTERN 3 AT VECTOR 925
F'A'ILEt) PINS	 : MA2	 MA1 MAO
<607> FAILED 114 PATTERN A AT VECTOR 367
AILED P1(g S	 : 007




<60R> FAILED 1 14 PATTF;RN 0 AT VECTOR 33)
FAUED PINS	 : Mp1>
<609> FAILED IN PAT'fF.F( , 4 R Al VECTON t) t)
F AILED PINS D07	 D06 003 nC11
<610> FAILEI) IN PATTERN A Al' VFCTUP 3R1
F'A1LFD P1, g S	 : MA 3	 F'A2
<611> FAILED IN PATTERN n Al' VFCTnk 332
FAILFn PINS	 ; '•1R0
<617> F n 1 LED 1,Y PATTE:	 N n AT VFCTOR 292
F'AII,F;I.) PI ,,lS	 : IMA3
	
0A1
<613> F'AII.,EO T14 PAI'I'ERN 0 AT VFC:C o t k 4h0
F'AILF,n PI.,^S	 : A 3	 •1AO
<614> FA11,h'i) 1	 q Pig 1'TF,: R A4 3 A1' VE:C'r0P 92 5
F'AI1,H) PI +, , IS	 : ^A2
	
ti.A1 •1.	 0
<615> F AILED IN PATTER-'y 0 Al VEC f(7 p 292
FAILED PI Ns	 : ,A3	 1aa1
..616> F'A It,El) I N PATTk'R'J 0 AT VhCTUP 44
FAILED PINS A3	 ',+A1 'rA0
<617> F'AII,Ei) IN PATT1	 'R lj C, AT VF.Cf()R 292
FAILED PINS	 ; -1A3	 MA1
<610 FAJ LE• I) I v PATTKRN 0 41' VF.rv,R h0
FAILFD PI l,+•3 .A3	 ;441 qAo
<619> FA I I;Ef) IN NA1' • ERN 3 AT VECTUP 13
FAILED PI Ig 5 '^A2	 mAI MAO
<b20> FAILF0 IN PATTKRN 0 AT VFC(()k 12
FAILED PINS MAC)
<621> FAILED I N PA PTK P^J 9 AT VF'(7 fC)FI 845
FAILED PINS MA2
<622> FAILED IN PATTERN 0 AT VECTUR 44
FAILED PINS	 : mAn
<623> FAILED 14 PATTERN 0 AT VF.CT(1R 36
FAILED PINS	 : ttA 3	 m A 2 µ A1 ti'A0
'624:> FA11,E:D iN P A rrF:R -d n AT vF.cr(IR 12
AIIJJ) PINS	 : MA3	 MA2 *, ,'Al MAO
<525> F'AIJ,FD IN PATTF.HN 0 AT VECTOR 36
FAILED PINS	 : NIA3	 +3A2 ?,4A1 NAO
•




<627> FAILED 1 :4 PATTE:kN 0 AT VF'CTOR	 84
4'AILED PINS	 M43 MA2 MAT
<67 R>
 FA I LF^I) I N PATTERN 0 AT VEC r(.)H	 44
FAILED PINS	 MAO
<629> FAILED IN PAT'IEHN O AT VFXFOR 22
FAILED PINS :	 v;AO
<630> FAILED 1:4 PATIERN 0 AT VFCTOR 39
FAILED PINS :	 M A3 •MA2 (,A0
<631> FAILED IN PATTF.Ril O Al VECTOR	 14
FAILED PINT S :	 '^A1 MAO
<632> FAILED IN PATl*K.P J () A'f VF:C'1'(iR	 1h6
FAILED FINS : MAO
<633> h A I l.FD IN PATTEW4 0 AT VE:C UUP	 14




K37> P, &IT, g n T 	 PhTTFPN A yr vwrTnr: t;79
4- p TT F'n PTr.iS	 VAI M47 MAI
«3R> F- ATT Fn T f,( PATTFP tJ n AT vrrTnn	 174
F'ATi- F D PI N S !	 X 43 MA?
<634> F ATTYI) I" PATTFP f" V nT VFrTflr'	 174
F'A TT . Wn P l h"; :	 ME I lAh?
<64 n> FA TTY 0 T N' PATTFR :d n AT vF• r rriP	 1 RR
FATTYn PT N'S :	 "iA7 k'A1
<641> F'ATTYD TN DATTFP J n AT vrrT(l y 	 3Rn
FATTYn P1 14S :	 k4 A3 Vh') uAl
«47> FA TT G'f) T',: PATTFPt' 1 AT V P C rr(r?	 743
FAI[,Fn PT ►:F	 VA7
<643> FATTYr) TNI PATTFP M 0 AT vF.rTnN	 IRA
VATT,Fn PT N!S :	 VA? MA1
<644> FATT,Fr) Tr; PATTF- PN 3 AT VFCT(IP	 147
FAT1•Fn P7 N!5	 VA7 MA1
<645> F• 4TT,wr) TN( PA 'I'FR M 1 A T VFrTnR	 Qna
ATT, F'n PT ,,(S	 -(A1 MAr)
<646> FATT,F'n T el PA.TTFPM n AT VFCT(1P	 q56
FA11,Fn PTNq	MRr)
r
<647), F'A T LPn T N P ATTFP tJ n AT vF('1'r1R	 774
F hTT,Fn PTNg ;	 '+ A7 man
<64R> F A TZ,FrI I kI PATTERN 5 AT VF( TnT) 	 119
'AT1,Fn PT'JS :	 MA I "'A7 MA 1








<K51> FA7t,F:n TO PATTFP',T 5 AT VWrTnr%
	11a
F'A11,E0 PTr'S ;	 v a1 K, A7 MAT
<(; r,7> FA T T,Fr) I Ni PATTFRf-1 n AT VFf Tftf., 	h46
FAT1,F ' n PTI1S :
	 V A  	Val
<6',1> FA T T ,Fn I" PATTFP',  n AT vFr T ri p	47 J
FAT1,Fn Pi NS	 6A a.A7
<0, 6;4> FA Tt,cn IN,
 nA'rTF"P ► ' 1 AT Vw- rTn p	7n7
FATT,F'n PTnl S	 nA-4 m A I
<(-55> FAT1, Vr) IN PAT r FPra n cT vFr'Tf1 1)	 aR4
FA1T,Fr) Pi's,¢	 A1 ^AA1 MAn
<k"i65 F'AT1.F ri 1N PATTVP1' T A'r VPr1, n1)	 777
F'AT1F(1 ^I "IS	 'rA^ " ►11
^S7> FATI,Vn T'J PATTF'P rJ n AT UFrTnU	 1')A
FATT, F n PI 1-15	 AA 1 "AA? MAT MA n
<h riR > F'A T LW1) T'1 o A,T1'F'P•.! n DT VF r T nD	 3 Rn
FAITSD PI'drN :	 AA1 VA? ++A1
«5 q > FA TI Fn T •J PATTFP' l n AT NrwrTr1P	 1 Pk
F AIT,Fn PT f S	 A7 vAT
<66()> r h 7T, w n TN- PATTPRN' 1 AT VF• rTI I P	 147
FATT,Fn PTNS :	 Mh7 Mz1
<P61> FA I T,Frn I n; nATTFP'I n AT VW(-Tn1J	 774
FAli.F1) PI KIS	 AA7 ►.An




«613 , FATLF.D T"1 c)A •rTFPN 1 n AT VF'( TnR	 I A n
FATT,FD PTNS	 uA1 Ma'? MA1
<664> FAILED T'J PATTP.P h3 n AT vF r TnR 19R
VAT1,F,n PINS	 !'A3 VA? k+A1 %'An
e 66S> PATLFn T^' PATTFP^' n AT vwrTn1)	 47R
AILFT) P114S	 All 	 NA7
«f,f;> FAILFn IN PATTFP^J n AT VF('Tnk 646
FATT. wn PTNS	 W1 1 MA1
< 6 67> FAT[ , F'n TN PATTFP^I P AT VF r TTIP	 380
FATI,Fn PY Nt S :	 MA's +A7 MA1




<66(4> FAI[,Ff) TN PATTFP h' n AT VF(' TnP	 774
FATI,Fn PT E'S :	 MA? MAO
<67n> FA1I,F[) I M PATTFP l^ n AT vrrTr}N	 bR4
FATLFn PINS ;	 MA1
<671> FATt,Fn TrJ PATTFPH n AT VFri , n p	 IPA
FATI y n PT Kds	 MAI MA7 MA 
<672> F A T T,Fn IN PA'rTF'P d o AT VFCTOT)	 194
F'AII,F'n PI NT S :	 M A I V4?
<673> FA TC. P n IN PATTF R k, 1 TT VF'('T(IP	 707
FATT.Fn D INS	 MAI V AI 11en




<6'I5> FA TI, FO I',' PATIFP^I n AT itp T r1G	 4P4
h^ITY r) PI J5 :
	
„A1
<676> FA T T,Fn I td PATTF'P ta n AT vFr T n p	Z5u
FATI,Fn PT^jS :
	
VA; AA A? k AI ktAn
177> F'A 1 T,Fn T II PATTF'P P,, n rT VFrTnv	 1 74
I ` AIr,Fn PT ,,,S	 "AA MA?
«7R> FAIT,F'n Ttv PATTFP1,; n AT VG'( TnP
	
4P.1
F'ATT,F' T', PINS :	 MA I
<6 .7°> FATGFn 1^ ! PATTFPh, n AT VV!'Tnn	 1 Pn
VATTYr) PTV; :	 u AI MA 2 t.+AI
<F,Rn> ;7 a TT, Fn TN mAT'TFP 1,' n AT V F' ('Tn p 	1 )4
F, 4 yl,Fn A'TNS :	 *+AI M.A2
«a1> F A 
I 
T ,V f) T^ 1 PATJ'PPrl n Ai ,
 vvrTnP	 3-,a
VA 11, p'!) PIE'S	 LA I Mrs t,AAI K'A0
<6P9> FA T T,FTi I',' PAT'TFPN n AT VF('Tn p	IRn
FATT,F'n PTNS :	 -AAA n!Aq Mhl
<6R3> PASSED
«P4> FAT T Fn 1'J P ATTF'P^ l




<6RS> FATI,Fn IN PATTF:PN n AT VFnTnP
	 4R4
.;F'A1T,Fn PT^'S :	 V.AI
«RF,> FAITYn Tnt PATTVP H
 n AT VFf T()P 1 R 
FAI1,Fn PT^:S :




<697> FATT,Fn IN PATTFRN 1 AT VF,rTnR 707
FA 1 T,Fn' P I NS	 MAI MA? M41 mho
< —; 4	 , ATT,F n TN' r)AT'rFRN' 0 AT VF'rTnR	 644
p A :' F"` PINS
	
MAI MA) ►,crn
<f;R Q > FA T T•F'n T^* D ATTF'RN P AT Vs7 r'rnk	 174
FATTYI) PIN! :	 MAI MA?
<690> FATT,F'n T'N^ PA1°TFRN r AT V C rTnP	 7Q1
FATT,Fn PINS :	 k'A? ►+An
<f;91> FATT,Fn T O PATTF*P'°' 0 AT VF'rTnP	 69 1
FAT1,Fn PINS	 x.,61 MA1 m6n
j	 I
<697> FATT,F r) IN PATTFPN n AT V,'rTn U	174
pATT,^n P1 N S	 MAI "A7
«93> F'ATT,Fn TN PATTFR Ni r AT V v rTn P 	R I Q
{	 FA Ti Fn P7 NIS	 MA'i "A7 ►`AAn
<f:Q4> F'ATTYF) TN PATTFP'^ n AT VF(% TnP	 f. q,1
F'ATt, F n PTraS :	 M AI "Al MAO




«nf+> F'ATt,F n T N' PATTF'[? ►' r AI' VF r T r)P	 R P 7
F'AT1,Fn PT,^l r	 aA3 ne7 A'An
'697> GATT-Pr) T'4 D hTTPPN n AT VF"rTnP	 A04
<(., q P>	 1'^ PATTFRhl n AT v r rTni2	 17d
F'A1T,F'n PINS	 ,A', OA7
«OQ> FATT,F'n 7%1 PATTFR i, r AT VFrTrIP	 915
FA11,F'n PI IJS	 +^+3 r,A7 ifnn
<700> FA 11,F n T'J PATTER ►' n AT VF^TnP	 756
Fr IT:Fn PT N'S :	 MA 1 MAn
<7n 1 > FA T T,F.n T NI P ATTF Pi j n AT VF'"TnP	 S17
F A Tt, V P PT NS	 ^^A7 Bann
'F
<7n7> FA1T,Fn T r,! PATTFR m n AT vFr'rn p 	 64A
FAITYP. PINS	 V1a'T Phi
<703> FATLF'n I'J PATTFF'N n AT VPrl','1R	 756
FA TT.,F'n PINS :	 MA 3 0-'A2
<704> F AIt,Fn TN DATTF'RN 1 AT VF;rTnP	 707
FAT1,FD PINS	 MA3 M AI MAn
<705> FATT,F.n TN PATTFT?N' 1 AT VPrTnR	 741
i F'ATT,Fn PTUS, .	 m A3 M A7 '"A1
<706> FAIT, F'n TN P4TTFRN 0 AT VFrTnP	 4f44
FA 1I.Fn PT S'S !	 -sa 3
<707> FATTYI) TN PATTERN n AT VFrTnP 124
FAII,Fn PT l,'; :	 MA3 MA?
<7f)R> FAIT-Fn TN PATTFPN n AT VFfTnR 6c;?
FATI,Fn PTE'S	 MAn
f	 704> FATI-Fn TN PATTPPN 1 AT vFrTnP	 R'1
VAT1,Fn PTN.S	 MA3 M A?




<711> FATT.,Fr) IN PATTFP'l 1 AT VFrTn p
	900
FATT,Fn PTti t S !	 M A 1 MAO
<717> FATI,Fn IN PATTFRN' n AT 1r FrTr1W	 42R
F- AT1,Fn PINS :	 "!A3 +'A?
<713> FAT[,Fn T' J PA ,rTFuN 1 LT VFrTnP	 277
FATT,Fn PINS	 MA? mr-1
<714> PATI,Fn . T" D ATTF P ',J n AT VFrTr)P	 19;R
FATi,F`h P1`:`;	 1^A3 M A? M A i NAn
<719> FATI.Fn 1 14 PATTFP %- n AT VFr'Tnk	 4?i1
FATT.F?n PT ,%IS :	 Vh I k°A?
<71r,> FA TT F'I) Te l PATTFUV 1 AT v p rTnr , 	 777
FAIT v'n VIN.q 	&ja? f4t1
,
<717> FATI.Fn 1"1 PATTFPh, n A T V;;'rT(IP	 0;46
ATI,rn PINS	 A3 114AI
k	 <71a> F'ATI,F:n Tti PATTF11	 n AT VF'rTnP	 4114
F*ATl, i; n PTNS :	 vA1
I	 <71q> FA TT,F:n TN ! D hTTb'P N' n AT VF'rTn p 	1QR
FAII,Fn P7 NJS :	 V A? VA 
,
<7?n> FAI1,Fn 1',., PA`T'TF'Nn? n AT V p rTn p 	'tan
F'ATI,Fn PINS ,	 1443 KAA? 'AA1
<721> VATI.,Fn IN PAT'rWR Ni n AT vcrTn4	 4R4
I F'AII,Fn PIAJS :	 ^"A1E
r	 <777> FATT,Fn TN PATTFP* I 1 AT VFr'rnP	 243
r	 FATI, F n D TNS :	 0449
<723> FA I T,Fn IN! P ATTF'PNi n AT VFrTnu	 774
_	 FATL•Fn PTNS :	 M A? MAO
<724> PASSFn
<775> FATL,F'n TN PATTVPN n tT VFrTnP	 174
FATf,Fn PINS	 "A3 ,aA?
7?6> FA T ,F 1) 1 KI PATTFP`i r AT VFrTnP	 631
ATI,Fn PTNS	 VA? VA1




FA71,Fn PTNS :	 M A? SSA 1





<710> FAIT,Fn I' M PATTF P %l r AT VFrT(IR	 Fit
FATT,Fn PTNS !	 MA7 MhI
<731), FA TT,Fn TN PA'r TFR Pd n A'r v rT',u	 174
F'AT[,Fn PTNS !	 M AI MA?





<713> FATT,F;n T H PATTVPm r AT VFrT no All
FATT, F n PTNS	 kqA? "(A1
<714), FAT1,Fn IN PATTF'PN n AT VFrTn p 	174
F'ATT,FT) PT ,!S :	 k'A3 MA?
<74S> FA T.Fn T'•1 DhTTF' a 4 r AT vFr nP	 43	 T	 T	 7 1
FA TT,Fn P T n,S	 k4 
<716> FA TI Fn T hi PATT 9* V 'v n AT VF'r T r) u	 49R
FATfFn PTr.^c, :	 N43 „^,^
4
k	 <737> FATT,r'n T ry PAT'T P'RN n AT VF r- T rl u	 A46
FATT. F n PINS	 MA 3 rant
7;P> F'A T T,F-n 1 N PATTPF' f! n AT VF'(-T r)P	 517
" 'h'A11,FP PINS	 14A2 1M.An
<710> FA T T n T "7 PA T'TP'PN n 1, T VFrTnP	 42P
FAILhn PT"1S ;	 uAI mA?




<741> FATT.F'n TN PATTFPN n AT VFrTn P
	'+1?
F'ATTF'n P1N,S	 +^n7 Men
<742> P'A T TY0 V4 PA'rT F'P.Nt 1 AT VFrTnR	 700
FATT,Fr. PINS	 V.A3 WA? N-A1 MAn
<741> FATI P tI TN U ATTFP I^ n AT VFrTr1P	 4R4
FATT,FT) PT NiS :
	
y A 1 L4 A1 M. >in
<744> FATLF.n TN PATTVR'J 1 AT VFrT r 1P	 277
FATLFn PINS : M A? MA 
<745>-FAT1,Fn 'TN PATTF'RN 1 AT VF.rTnP 7n4
F'ATT,Fn PINS	 'AA 1 µ A? Ml 4An
<74f,> FATLFn IN PAT'T' P RN 0 AT VFrTnP	 159
aTT•F'n PTNS	 MA 1 MA? MA I MAO
<747> FA I T F:n T 1 PATTFP KI 1 AT VFr T nR 277
FATT,F'I) PTNS	 mA? MA1
<74R> rAIt,F. n TN PA'T'TERN n AT VFrTnk 124
FATLF'P PINS : M A;	 M42
<749> FATI,F,n TN PATTF'PV n AT VFrTOP 1 59
"ATt,Fn PINS : MAI
	
MA? Mb 1 MAO
,ice
<750> FATLFn T'J PATTF'RN n AT VFrTr1R 42P
FAIT,F'n PINS AA 1	 h+A2
<751> FATT,Fn TN PATTFPN n AT VF'rTnW 174
FATT,F,n PTNS : MAI	 MA2
<752> FATT,F.n TN PATTVR": n AT VF'rTnR d A 4
F'ATLFn PINS : MA;
<710> F'AIT,FrI TN PATTF'P'>> n AT VF• rTn p 42k
FATT,Fn P1 f,'S t 14AA	 mA7
<7'94> FA1T,Fn T ► J D ATTFRN n AT v v rTi-)P 124
F'ATI,Fn PTti:S MA 3	 AAA?
<7 ri5> FATT,F'n T I J-PATTF.PN n AT VF r'Tna Tan
FAIL,rn PI N S M A 3	 M A 2 h+A 1
<75F,> FATT WI) T N; PA'rTFP ll n AT VFrT r l p 4R4
F'AII F'n PI N9 A1
<757> WAIT,F'n T.J PATT P P^%) n 4T VF!'T r1F' 4R4
FATI.Fn PINS : +AI
75R> FA I f,Fn IN PA TTPT' rQ n AT VF'f Tn p 'ISp
FAII,FP P1 r1S : k4 A 3	 r«A2 MA1 MAO
<7SQ> FATT,F.n IN PATTFW11 n AT vF'r T nR 124
F'ATT,Fn PTNS : 'A AT	 1-1 A?
<7 A n> c'ATT,Fn T'•J PATTFPW 1 AT UF'rTnR qnQ
FATI,Fn PINS MA 	 VAn
<761> FAIT, FP IN PATT P R M n n T VFrTnR 124
FATTF'n PINS : M AI	 µA2
<767> FA T T Fn I N' PAT'r FPv 1 AT VErTitR 7n7
F'ATI,F'n PI ►dS : MAI	 MA1 MA n
<76'0 F'A T f,rt) 1 1 4 P A T TF PI. n AT VWCTnR 1 2,4
FAII.F.n PT ► J S : A 1	 2
<764> FATI,F.n TN PATTF.PN n AT VPrTnF, 75f,
F'ATT:jFn PINS : "•+A3	 ^• A2
<769> FATT,En TN PATTERN 0 AT VFrTnR 4R4
FATI,F'n PINS NA 
4 <766> F47T,Fn TM PATTFP*J n AT UFrT rIP 1_PR
ATT,Fn PI N S M47	 MAI
<767 > FATT,F'n IN] PATTF'P'J n AT VF'rTnP 3Rn
F'AIT,,Fn PINS MAI	 MA2 NIA 
w--I
<76P> PATLP r) YN PATTFPN 0 AT vFrTnR .An
FATT,Fn PTNS :
	













<771> FATT,F;r) It) PATTF RN n AT VFrTnR	 44
FATf,FD PTNfi :
	 MAn
<777> FATT,Fn I N)
 
PATTFRN n AT VFrTrIP 77
FATI, F'n PINS :	 ' ! A r)
<773> PASSFI)
<774> FATT,Fn TN PATTFP M n AT VF'rTn p 70
FATT- r n PINS
	 mAr)
<775> FATI,Pn IN PATTF'Pk' n AT VFr T(lR	 44
FATT,F ►) PTNS	 MAn




<777> FA 11.Fn T NI P ATTFR' ,! n AT VFrTnR	 44
FATT,F'n PTNS	 "'An
77P> FATI F'n TN PATTFRN n AT VFrTnR 44
ATt.Fn PTNS :	 MAn
'<779> FAIT FI) T OO Ph T TF-PN n AT VFrTO)R	 77
FAT1,Wr) PTN'S :	 vAr)
<7P0> FATLFn TN DAT'i'PPN n AT lr FrTnw	 7n
FATT, ;7 r) 1)T NS
	
+a 
<7R1> F • ATi,Fn T I PATTPR PI n AT VF.CTn p 	20
FATI,Fn PINS	 MAn
<7R7> PASS^n
<7Ri> FATT,F!) TN PA"rTFP Pl n AT vrrTnP	 72
FATT,Fn PINS :	 A'1
<7R4> FAIT:,F r) TN PATTER"d n AT VFrT(1R	 27
FATL.Fn PINS :	 {+An
<795> FATr,Fr) IN P .ATTFR KI A AT VF, rTnR	 7R7
FATI.Fr) PT ►JS !	 ti1A n
<79A> F'ATT.,Fn IN P4TTWPN n AT VFCTr1P
	 14
FAT1,Fn PTNS	 'AA1 'AAn
7R7> FATTPn T m PATTFRM n AT VFrTn p 44
FATI,F'n PINS :	 +'A r)
<7RR> FATI,Fn TN PATTFRN A AT VF.rTnR
	 III
<Pn q > FAT1, F n TN PATTF.P NI n AT VFrTnP 716
FATI,Fn PTNS	 MA1 MAn
<P 1 n> w'A T T,F'n TN PATTFPN n AT v F rTnP 44
FATT,F'n PTAtS µAn
11> FAT1,Fn TN PATTFR FI q AT VFrTnP f+67
FAT1,Fn PTNS '04A	 MA7 M A1 M An
<P17> FAIT,Fn TN PATTFPN P AT VFrT 1 1N tiAl
FATT,Fn PTNS	 : Irnl	 W A? MA1 MAn
<RI I> FAT[,F.P T^ PATTFRN 6 AT lt FrTnP 1 i1
FATT,Fn PTNS	 : M A?	 M A1 VAn
<P14> FATT Ft) IN PATTFPN Q AT v ; rTni. Q R 7
FATT,Fn PTNS	 : MA;	 MA7 M41 MAn
<AIS> FA1LF. r) T NI PATTFP fd A AT	 v;'fT rl t-' 4S1
FATT,Fn PTN q MA3
	 MA7 M A1 N'An
<PI6> F411.,Fn 1V PATTFPN Q AT VFrTnP qa7
F AT[, r h PT NI S 'SAT	 MA? 'AA1 ►aAn
<P 1 7> FAT 1.F'n T M PATTFPN Q AT	 VF'rT nN A67
FAT1.Fn PTNS 1.441	 +,A? NA1 NA,)
<R1P> F A It, F I) 1 M PATTFPII A rT	 VP Tni) S A I
VATI Fn PTA'S	 : '"•AI	 MA? MP MAO
'P 1 O > FA T T, F n TM PATTFP N q AT	 vrr rnu A67
iT1,F.n PI NJS	 : MAI	 MA7 N+A1 MAn
.<A705 FATT, F n T k1 PATTWPM R AT VFrTnP 561
FAT1,Fn PT NIS	 : "Al	 MA? 'AA1 MAn
< a 71> FAT1,Fn TN PATTFPN A AT VFrTnP 	 451
FATT,Fn PTNS :	 V..43 Nih 7 vA 1 MAn
<R77> FATT-jFn TN PATTFPN q AT vFrTrI p 0R7
F'ATT,Fn PTNIS !	 MAI u A7 MA1 MAO
<R73> PASSF,n
<P74> FAT1.F n T'1 DATTFPN n AT vFrTnk	 44
FATT.Fn PTKI S :	 'AAn
<R7 ri> FAT1,Fr) T N PATTFP M r AT V F rTnP Pn9
FATT,Fn PTNS !
	
%147 NI AI MAO
<P?6> FATT,Fn T NI PATTFR NI 6 AT A / v rTnP 57Q
FATT,Fn PTNS !	 "A A3 M A7 MA1 ►+A n
<R77> FATI,Fn TN PATTPRt' n AT v F r T nP 44
FATT,Fn PTNC !	 "An
179> PASSF.n
<R7 q > FATT.F'n IN PATTFP N) h AT VFC'TnP	 97q
FA TT, Fn PTNS	 M41 MA? N 41 MAn
r	 _
A	 F'ATT,FD
	 PTNS MA7	 M AI MAO
< 7 R Q > VATT,Fn IN PATTFRN A AT VFrTnR 9;79
FATT, F n	 PINS MAI	 MA7 M AI MAGI
<7QO> FATT,Fn IN PATTFRN r AT VFf TnR q49
ATT,Fn PTNS ki47	 kA A) mAn
i	 <791>F FATT,F'n T`1 PATTF'PF1 f AT V g'('Tf)R 917
FATT,Fn PTNS : MAO
<7 q 7'> FATLFn I N PATTFPA i n AT VF r 1'nR 44
FATT,FD PTNS : MAn
<791:> FA TTYi) TN PATTF'P^' r AT VFf TnR 4())
FAIT,Fn PTN q : MA?
	
M A I MAn
<7 q 4> FATTFn TN PnTTKP M F, hl VFrTnP 579
f	 FhTT•Fn VTN.S : NA1	 M A7 MAI MAO
<7Q5> FATT•Fn IN PATTFRN n AT V w rTnP 44
FAT1.Fn PTNS : uAO
<796> FATT,Wn TA' P4TV7 WO r. AT VFrTnr^ R5Q
FA7T,Fn PT kaS ; M h n
<7 q 7> FATT, P n T% PLT'TFPN F 81 V p^rTnR 579
FATT,F n P INS uA;	 vf,2 kTi vhf)
f	
<7Q R> FATT• F I) T"1 c) h ,rTFR'J r AT VFrTnP QS3
;'ATT,F'n PTNA : M^7	 MAI vAO
<799> FATT,F'n TN PATTF p k n AT V ;-rTnP 77
PATT Fn PTNS : M A I
<Rnn> Fh I T,FD I M P ATTFPN n AT VKrTOP 57
f	 FAIT.Fn
A PT'AS 'AAI
<Rn1> FATI,FD 7 14 PATTFPM n AT VF'rTna 10
FhTTFn PTNS : CAI
<Rn7> FA TT,Fn TN DATTFRNJ n AT VFrTQP 78
FAIT Fn P P'.S MA 1j
<RO3> FAT1,Fn I II PATTFP'J O AT V P rTnR q7
FATTFn PTNS A1
`r
<Rn4> FATT,Fr) TN PATTFRN n AT VFrTnP d4
FATT,Fn PTNS ^A4n
<POS> PASSF.n
<P()6> FATT,Fn IN PATTFP J n AT VFf TnP 1 AA
FATLFD PTA! S M47	 MAI '1An
<R07> FATT F.n IN PATTFRN n AT VFf Tf1R 44
!-	 Atr,^n
!s





 PAGg ISOF Ppp . QUAWTy
`	 N
<RIR> FATUFn TN PATTFPm r AT vF.rTnR 757
FATTYT) pTNS :
	
MA7 M al Man




<P17> FAT f, F:n IN P ATTFPA4 n AT VFrTnP	 44
FA11,Fn PTNS ;	 µan
<Rll> FATT ,Fn
 
10 PATTF'PN r BT VFrTnP 709
FA1i,>`n PTNS	 MAI "`A7 M A1 MAO
<R345 FATT,Fn I N PATTFRN F AT vFrTnu 570
FATT,Fn PiNs	 Mal M 47 MAT MAn
<Rj5> F'ATt,Fn TN PATTVPW n AT VFrTnP 	 I
F'ATTF h
 PT N'S :	 MA7
<P16> FA T T,F n
 T O PATTH P N n AT vFrT1)P	 44
FATI, w r) PT* I S	 'AAn
	
F'	 Pa	 n	 VFrTnP 70<P i7> F'A T I, .n T v	 TTFT^ Q	 AT
FATT,Fn PTWI; !	 `+A?
<A iA> PA SsS ,T)
'r
r*	 <PjQ> FAT1,Fn T'I PAT'TFP k! n AT VF(` TnP	 44
PAIT•F'n PTPS	 ,MAn
r




<P41> FATT,F'n 1^' PATTPuw w a QT VF'rTn o	Rya
FATf,Fn PTnS :	 ,+n(^
<R47> F'ATf.F'r) TQ PATTF'P M n AT vrrTnP	 44
FATT,F'n T I TNS	 MAn
r
<P43> FA,TT Fn TAI PATTFP P 0 AT vvrTnP	 164
FATT,rn PINS	 MA7 mA1 man
<R44> FA1T,Ffn 1 ^i DATTFP"' 6 AT VFrTnR	 131
FATT,F'n p Tn+S :	 AAA? MA1 'a.An
<P4 ri> FATT,Fn IM PATTFP Pli n AT vF'rTnP	 44
>r ATT.F rN PTNS :	 van
<Pd6> FATf.,FO IN PAT'TFP r) rT AT VFrTnP	 76n
-	 FATf,F.n PT"lS :	 ^+an
<P47> FATLFn TN' PATTFP INI A AT VFrTnP	 451
PAT1,Ff) PINS !	 MA3 m,%? MA1 MAn
<P4R> FA T T,F:n T "' P ATTFPN Q AT VFrTnP	 4P7
PATlY n PINS !	 Y14; VIA? MAi vAn
<P49> FATT.Fn IN PATTF'P^l 9 AT vrrTnP h67
FAT1,Fn PTNS	 mal MA? ^4A1 ►•'An
i<R5O> FATT,Fr) TN PATTFPki R AT vFrTOP 563
FATT,Fn PTNS
	 : MA 3
	 M A7 MA1 MAn
<R51 > Ph TT,FI) IN PA'TTFPN n AT vFrTmF 46
F ATT.Fn PTNS	 : MA3
R57>
.'	 x
FAIT•Fn TN PATTFR ?,J n AT vFrTf1R 174
FATT,Fn PT"1fi Mn3
<RSI> FhTT,F;n T NI PATTERN n AT vv TnP ^C►
FATT,F n PTNS	 : MA3
<RS45 FATTYT) T wl PATTFPH n AT vF'rTf1P U7
FATT,Fn PINS A3
<PS5> FA1(.,F'l) IN PATTFFt y n AT VFCTn p 70
F A TT.Fn PTNI S	 : uA7
«5f+> r ATT,Fn IN PATTFR^ r n AT VFrTnP q7
FA11,Fn PTNS vA7
<PS75 PATLP fl IN PATTFPK I n AT V r rTF1P	 46
VATTFt? P T O S !	 ',+'A7




<R^4> FATT,F n 1r1 PA'rTF'R'v n AT VT ;'rTnP	 44
FATT,Fn PT NJti :	 VA_n
<Rf,n> FA T T,F.n T'! PATTF'T? ► ) n AT V P rT() P	 3 n
ATT,Fn PINS	 A7
• <Q6l> FATt,rO Thl PATTFR M A AT vrrTnP 57q
F'ATT,Fn PT K`S	 kqt I MA) MA1 MA()
<R1;7> FAT1. v1) 1N PATTFR"1 A AT VFrTnR	 )nI
VATT,Fn PTti-S :	 uA7
<Rf,3> F'AITYrl IN P4TTrnN n A T VFrTnP	 77
FATT,F'n PINS :	 MA1
<RF,4> FATT,Fn I N1 0ATTFR NJ T) AT VFr'rnP	 in
F4TI.Vn PINS	 V A i
<R65> FATtYn T,r PATTFPN 4 TT VFrTnP RI',
VATT,Fn PT^1S c	 %4A3 raA7 m4l s^An
<P66> FAjLF.D T" PATT t7 P W r, AT VF'r T nR	 X79
F'AIT,F.n p TNS	 MAI MA? A AA1 MAn
<Rr,7> F'ATT,Fn TN PAT •TFP.N n AT vF'rTn p 	46
FATT,Fn PTNS :	 MA1
< P 6 A > FA TT,F r) T N P ATTF'P"J n AT VF'r ,rn u	30
l'ATTFn PT M S :	 UA1
<R64> FATT,FP IN PATTFPK' n AT VFrTn p 7n
FA TT,Fn PI NF,	 "A 1
r<R70> S A T LFn IN PhTTFP^7 n AT VF rTnP 70
F'AI(,Fh PTE'S MA)
<P715 FATT-Fn IN PATTFPM n AT VFrTnP ?n
vATT,Fn PINS %4 an
P`
<R77> FA T I, vr) T 1I PATTWP 14 n AT VFC rn p Liz
FATT,Fn PTK I S	 : 'AAn
<P71> FATT.,Fn 7H PATTVR^I n AT VF(`TfTP in
VAMP[) PTNS	 : MA 
<P745 FATT,Fn T"! PATT.P'PP n AT VfrTn p 77
FAT(YD PINS	 : m ar)
T14F': 14: ^^1:5q
ORIGIN-Al WAGE k
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